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ADDENDUM
When this work was already in print, I received a valuable answer from 
one of the botanists I consulted on the analogy between tree ramification 
and canal branching [Macagno, IIHR Monographs 109 and 111). I want to 
thank Prof. Karl J. Niklas of Cornell University for his recent very 
informative le tte r in which he mentions the following reference which 
may be as valuable to my readers as i t  is to me.
ZIMMERMANN, M. (1983). Xulem Structure and the Ascent of Sao.
Springer-Verlag.
I should warn the reader that Leonardo's terminology is not easy to 
interpret, especially in questions of flu id mechanics, and that some 
anthologists have mistranslated grossezsas '‘thickness" or as "body" In 
the context of the passages I have reproduced in this Monograph and in 
IIHR-Monograph 109, i t  means “the area of the cross-section". It should 
also be noted that Leonardo did not compare the branching, or confluence, 
of rivers w ith that of trees, as some may have interpreted. He meant 
canals designed w ith a very restric tive  criterion of invariance of the 
flow as one proceeds downstream.
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O G N J  G R A D O  D E L L A  LORO  
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LEON ARDI AN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT I
INTRODUCTION
General Remarks
This is already the twelfth monographic volume that I have written on the Leonardian science of 
flow and transport phenomena. In all these monographs I am including an introduction. For the sake 
of producing selfcontained volumes some general remarks and comments are common to such 
introductions. Those consulting more than one volume should be able to identify in the Table of 
Contents the sections that are similar in the different volumes and those which refer to the particular 
codex or notebook considered.
The principal objective of this project still remains the gathering of all the pertinent material in 
the codices and notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, which I have defined as that related directly or 
indirectly to the science of flow phenomena. This phase of the work which was planned two decades 
ago is a little more than halfway completed. But more and more I feel that there are very important 
questions to consider as one accomplishes that monumental task. The problem that is becoming 
prevalent in my mind is the question of the adequate methodology, not so much for the survey, but 
for the treatment of the material that for the first time is being collected with a view toward a synthesis 
of Leonardian fluid mechanics. For my thoughts and proposal regarding adequate methodology and 
the work of synthesis I would like to refer the reader to previous monographs [Macagno 1989 
a,b,c,d,e].
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In this introduction, I will cover the the following questions: brief comments on the particular 
characteristics of the Ms I, including some historical data; a general description of topics covered by 
Leonardo in this manuscript,with emphasis regarding the questions of flow and transport phenomena, 
comments on particular aspect of Leonardian methodology found in the document. Because of the 
importance of the multi-channel tabulation, the usual table on the generation of profiles will also be 
included together with some updated information on this technique so useful in studying Leonardo's 
and other historical documents.
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THE MANUSCRIPT I
Brief History
Others have studied the history of the codices and manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci, and there 
is no need to report here all their findings on the Ms M. The interested reader is referred to the 
excellent analysis by A. Marinoni in his transcription of the Ms I [Marinoni 1987]. Suffice here to say 
that this manuscript contains 138 folios of rather small format (7 cm x 10 cm). There really two 
manuscripts bound together (1-1 and 1-2) one with 48 folios and the other with 91. According to 
Marinoni five folios have been taken away. In the Ms I, Leonardo inscribed only one date: 17 October 
1497 (Ms 149V). Marinoni believes that this is the central date in the Ms I.Richter also gives 1497 for 
1-2 while for 1-1 indicates 1497?. Fronza gives ca. 1497-99. Calvi beieves that there parts going as far 
back in time as 1494. Marinoni considers 1494 a too early date. I think that a revision of the 
chronology will be warranted on the base that the chronological suggestions emerging from the study 
of Leonardian fluid mechanics seem to indicate longer periods than those usually assumed for each 
document.
General profile of the Ms I
This volume contains the results of my initial study of the notes and drawings on flow and 
transport phenomena in the Ms I. It is basically, but not only, a survey, an exploration of the contents 
of interest in this manuscript; I have endeavored to identify, extract, and tabulate all the passages, 
written or pictographic, on fluid mechanics or hydraulics. I have included also all passages in the Ms I 
which are in some way related to those disciplines, especially the notes and drawings on the mechanics 
of single particles, rigid and deformable bodies. I must explain that, in my comments for each page, I 
have gone much beyond the simple detection of material of interest. Such comments are critical most 
of the time, not excluding self-criticism. They also tend to stimulate, through suggestions and hints, 
the study by others, particularly by those who are deeply interested in the science of flow and transport 
phenomena and its historical development.
vThe methodology used in the survey is basically the one I have developed since I started 
examining the notebooks of Leonardo more than two decades ago. The multi-channel tabulation of the 
findings in my surveys has been used with great advantage [see examples in Macagno 1986b, 1987b, 
1988a]. The basic aspects of this procedure have been described in great detail in a special contribution 
[Macagno 1987c]. In this monograph I have included an Appendix in which I update the information 
of this method. The meaning of topical profiles and mansucript profiles is explained there, among 
other things.
The profile of the Ms I, from the point of view of this monograph, contains the keywords 
GEOMETRY, KINEMATICS, MECHANICS, FLOW PHENOMENA, FLUID MECHANICS, 
ENGINEERING HYDRAULICS, FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS, EXPERIMENT, ANALOGY.
The profile for a manuscript must different from a topical profile, because for a manuscript one 
should try to give a relative value with respect to other documents, and include keywords only if there 
is enough valuable content for the areas represented by the keywords. The keywords for the two kinds 
of profiles have different meanings.
A few words of explanation seem warranted. GEOMETRY has been included in the above 
profile because there is enough material showing new trends in Leonardo's discussion of geometrical 
topics. HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING has been omitted because there are not enough important 
comments or drawings belonging to this area. Note that ENGINEERING HYDRAULICS has been 
included; the reason being that scientific hydraulics has better contributions in this manuscript than 
technical hydraulics. The manuscript profile should be understood as a general description of the 
manuscript in question. To know exactly what is in the manuscript concerning the science of flow one 
needs the corresponding multi-channel tabulation.
In the Ms I there are a total of 167 topical blocks of interest for my work, distributed over 121 
of the total of 276 pages of this manuscript. This is the portion of the Ms I described by the manuscript 
profile given above. Only a few of the blocks were omitted from this monograph because they are of 
secondary value and they are covered by the material in other blocks.
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METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY
General Considerations
The most important asset of the approach I have used in this study stems from half a century of 
theoretical and experimental work on flow and transport phenomena, and also from more than forty 
years of teaching mechanics, hydraulics and fluid mechanics observing, at the same time, the primitive 
notions of the students, and of some colleagues also. Such observations have been very useful in 
trying to understand Leonardo's approach to fluid mechanics, especially in those aspects in which one 
can detect his efforts in trying to correct inherited or existing views conflicting with experimental or 
observational evidence. It is very remarkable the way in which misconceptions, which seem to have a 
long history, survive in spite of the educational efforts of teachers of fluid mechanics. Perhaps, 
teachers of science are still imbued with some of the very old erroneous notions about fluids, their 
properties and their flow phenomena, or perhaps the misconceptions have very deep roots in common 
sense little influenced by teachers at any level.
Extremely useful, also, has been the laboratory methodology which I have developed, first at 
the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research (since 1964) and later at the Institut fiir Hydromechanik 
Università Kasrlruhe (1975-1985). I have performed many experiments to gain insight into the work 
of Leonardo in several areas of physics. [Macagno 1982, 1975-85, 1987a,d, 1988a]. My experiments 
have been in the following areas: geometry (as a part of physics), kinematics, mechanics and 
mechanisms, hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, air flow, thermodynamics, flow of granular materials, 
flames, transport phenomena, acoustics and optics.
In what concerns the direct work with the manuscripts, I have already stated that I have trusted 
only the original form of the drawings and writings. I would like to refer the reader to my introduction 
to the study of the Ms H for details which I do not believe necessary to repeat here [Macagno 1988c]. 
The way in which I have conducted the survey of the Ms M and the organization of this volume are 
presented in the two following sections.
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Multi-channel Tabulation
After developing the method which I have called multi-channel tabulation several years have 
elapsed and I have introduced a number of refinements on the one hand, and some simplifications on 
the other hand. It is perhaps time for a new exposé of this methodology. The first publication which 
was devoted to this subject was a paper in which the general ideas and techniques were presented and 
then an application to one of the French Mss was given in detail [Macagno 1987c]. I will borrow from 
that publication and do the necessary updating (SeeAppendix at the end of this Monograph). The way 
in which topiccal profiles are generated is shown in Table I.
Organization of this Volume
In this monograph, the reader will find the double page arrangement already used in IIHR 
Monograph 104 on the Ms C. Each pair of pages is numbered with the same Arabic numeral. The 
page on the left-hand side contains texts from the Ms M in Leonardian Italian with my own separation 
of words, my version in English of such passages, and my critical comments. On the right-hand side 
page there is a succinct "map" of the corresponding page in the Ms M, showing the approximate 
location of texts (T) and drawings (D); beside this map, I give the profiles for the topical blocks I have 
identified in that page. Also included are the drawings I have considered necessary, I have drawn the 
sketches myself, because I want to give of them my own interpretation as a fluid-mechanicist. I had 
some doubts about giving the version in English of the texts, but finally brought myself to do it for 
those many colleagues who do not know Italian, whom I hope will take an interest in the fluid- 
mechanical work of Leonardo. I hope also that this material may be useful to other scholars ; they are 
undoubtedly useful in my own attempts at arriving at a synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow.
I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage requires to be rendered 
as a unique piece. In some cases, I considered better to be as literal as possible, to convey what 
Leonardo was actually saying; in other cases, I thought that he was obviously not careful with his 
writing, but his intention was transparent, and I treated those passages as something to be explained as 
a matter of exegetical translation. I have had no hesitation to show my doubts whenever they existed. 
It is perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the more one knows about a given field, the more difficult it
viii
seems to be sure of what Leonardo says concerning specific topics in such a field. Only generalists 
seem to make confident translators and not to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those left by 
Leonardo there are many ambiguities and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some points 
may remain for ever in doubt. There is still much work to be done before we can offer for the general 
public a truly coherent synthetical version of all the fluid mechanical work of Leonardo. However, 
consistent views in some areas are emerging and I would like to refer the reader to the papers I have 
already published (see References).
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LEONARDO'S METHODOLOGY
General Remarks
Leonardo used a methodology in his studies of flow and transport phenomena in which 
experiments, analogies and paradoxes played roles of paramount importance. He was innovative, and 
well aware of being so, in a number of cases in which his involvement was much more profound than 
in questions of geometry, or fluid mechanics, or transport phenomena. I refer to his discussion, in his 
Treatise on Painting, of the use of componimento inculto, as a manifestation of great awareness of how 
he thought that an artist should proceed in his creative work. This question has been masterfully 
discussed by Sir Ernst Gombrich [1966] in a paper on the methodology followed by Leonardo for 
working out his drawing and painting compositions. I think that the method in which pentimenti and 
componimento inculto were put to use appears very much like the trial-and-error procedure which has 
been and is so useful in science and technology. Of course, art was a field in which Leonardo must 
have felt much more at home than physics. I use the term physics here as comprising his notes and 
drawings on geometry, perspective, optics, mechanics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, transport 
phenomena. I consider that the really creative part of the geometrical writings and drawings of 
Leonardo belongs more to physics than to mathematics. Leonardo ventured boldly into areas which he 
was not really prepared to enter by training, education, or his cultural background. He dared, and 
surely enjoyed, to act not as much as a common engineer but as what we consider today a research 
engineer, or an applied physicist. He did not have in these endeavors somebody to guide him, as he 
could have had in hydraulic engineering, for instance. In the case of geometry; if Luca Paccioli did 
really try to teach Leonardo some classic notions, it does not seem that Leonardo learned much; and if 
there would have been anybody around with some knowledge of physics and willing to teach him, I 
believe that he would only have had a negative influence on Leonardo. What happened, because 
Leonardo could not read Latin well enough to be imbued by the old arguments, was that he was much 
better off, and dared to challenge the old physics or, what is more important, to start developing a new 
physics. This was accomplished more by what he drew, as attested by many of his drawings, than by 
what he wrote down. I think that what was needed then, more than anything else, was to disregard or
xplainly ignore the static, frozen science of the past, which in the case of physics was full of errors and 
misconceptions. The great achievement of Leonardo in science appears to be that he was able to make 
some use of, and then overcome, the few notions of the physics of his time that he was able to absorb. 
In studying the Ms M, I have found that this is specially true for this notebook, and I am including 
some comments after discussing his analogies, experiments and paradoxes.
After years of study of the notes left by Leonardo, I have come to the conclusion that his 
studies in physics were essentially the result of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, 
experimental methodology, and trial-and-error procedures [Macagno 1988d]. I know that such 
methods are old in mankind, but my thesis is that there is an innovative use of them in Leonardo. Even 
when he repeats in his notes something already known for a long time (like the Archimedes' principle 
of hydrostatics) one can expect something new; to be sure, this newness is often marred by some 
misconception or failure to grasp properly the old idea, but it also carries some innovative way of 
understanding and of gaining an understanding. Not many in the history of mankind have jumped 
from one plateau of knowledge to another in the long process of trying to improve our image of the 
physical world. We should not forget that this is done in great part by qualitative thinking rather than 
by quantification. In Leonardian fluid mechanics there is some quantification (particularly concerning 
conservation laws), but most of it is qualitative, as it should be, as one goes from one plateau to 
another in the early developments of any science. I do not believe I am the first to conclude that 
Leonardo, for the very especial way in which he approached the acquisition of new knowledge, was 
much more of a discoverer than merely a gatherer of inherited knowledge [see, for instance Hart 1963, 
and also the Foreword by E. Moody in Hart's book]. However, it is mainly in the science of flow that 
Leonardo exhibits great originality, and great strides beyond the received wisdom. Both Moody and 
Hart, like Marcolongo and others, appear to be completely blind to the Leonardian investigations 
concerning flow. Of course, they are not the only ones who missed such an important phase of 
Leonardo's studies. The overlooking of Leonardo's studies of flow phenomena has been almost total 
(I have already mentioned that the only notable exceptions are the studies of Arredi and Giacomelli 
about half a century ago), if one counts only deep analysis of the subject.
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Geometry in the Ms I
There is not much geometry in the Ms I, but some passages are interesting because they show 
some original thinking, although not well directed some times, as in the case of trying to generalize to 
the third power the Pythagoras theorem instead of going from the cathetes (or components) in two 
dimensions to those in three dimensions. There are a few notions and some sketches which are 
suggestive of new steps, but one must look into other manuscripts to find really interesting 
explorations and new developments in geometry.
In Ms I 31R, we find a figure which is puzzling and may induce one into thinking that this is a 
generalization of the Pythagoras theorem to three dimensions. I believe that Leonardo was trying an 
analogy which does not work, because one should not take the Pythagoras theorem in two dimensions, 
and attempt a generalization by writing a^+b^=c^; what one should try is to see whether 
a^+b^+c^=d . If one examines the nstead of D3, one should consider a figure for the 2-dimensional 
Pythagorical theorem in Ms 110V, which is about an equilateral right triangle, and relates better to D1 
in Ms I 32V. Leonardo is not trying here to add one term to the expression c2 = a2 + b2, but 
seemingly trying to find a similar formula with the third power instead of the second. I have been, so 
far, unable to verify my conjecture, and still less to find evidence that Leonardo realized that the 
analogy would not work in that direction. To me it is puzzling that D1 look like the drawings of 
Paccioli's polyhedra.
One must be particularly careful in rendering 16R Tl-2 into another language. I consider that 
Leonardo, in spite of some confusion in his notes, reached the point of clearly seeing the difference 
between similar figures and equal (or congruent, in modem terminology) figures. His discussion of 
the subdivision of triangles and pyramids in the Codex Madrid II [Macagno M. 1987] attests to a fine 
understanding of the differences. The case of an angle is not easy to clarify because it does not seem 
clear if Leonardo considered an angle as a figure unbounded rather than bounded. In the first case, we 
could see him as making a very fine distinction. Consider a stretch of ratio r and center C applied to an 
angle and to a triangle; one obtains another angle and another triangle. The two angles are not only 
similar but congruent (i.e. equal in Leonardo's language). The two triangles are similar but not
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congruent, or not equal. It seems that if Leonardo considered a situation like this, he could not 
possibly think that the angle's space was limited because then the inequality would have been obvious.
There are a few cases of subdivision and aggregation of figures [Macagno M. and E.1987] in 
the Ms I. I believe the most interesting is a figure in both 6R and 41R, which is the usual diagram for 
the theorem of Pythagoras, but for an isosceles rectangular triangle. In such a case, the entire figure, 
including the three squares, can be subdivided in nine triangles congruent with the given one. It is then 
very easy to verify the theorem for this particular case, in which the area of any of the squares on the 
cathetes is twice the area of the given triangle, and the area of square on the hypotenuse is four times 
that area.
Analogies in the Ms I
I was able to identify in the Ms I fifteen analogies one of which terms at least is fluid- 
mechanical. I have presented already some ideas about the classification of analogies [Macagno 
1982,1986c, 1989d]; in connection with the Ms I, I found appropriate to divide the analogies in 
internal and external. Internal are those analogies which are totally within fluid mechanics, while 
external are those in which at least one term belongs to some other science, even if it implies some 
flow. For instance, in an analogy between the flow of water and that of blood in a human being, I see 
an external analogy because one of the terms lies in the field of physiology, even if flow is the main 
concern in both terms. According to this criterion, the fifteen analogies can be divided into seven 
internal and eight external.
Detailed comments will be limited to some of the analogies. There are several questions which 
I have under study and I am not ready yet to present, but there are also some analogies that are self- 
explanatory. One or two of the analogies in the Ms I are really too obscure to discuss at this time. As I 
have already done for other manuscripts, the analogies I have identified are presented in tabular form 
(Table II).
The analogy I believe most interesting is described in Ms I 76V (Entry 7 of Table II). The 
original sketches are very important to understand that Leonardo was comparing flows generated by 
differences in specific weight of portions of one of the four elements which has been transported into
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the midst of some other element. For instance: a portion of water into the air, or a portion of air into 
the water. There is no discussion of the details of the flow phenomena generated, but one can find 
these questions discussed in a number of Leonardo's notebooks. Air placed within water is a 
phenomenon which is considered in Ms I (see Section on experiments in this monograph). The reader 
may want to visualize these analogies by considering that a volume of air released at enough depth in a 
lake will arrive at the interface air-water as an "inverted rain" of small bubbles, while a volume of water 
released high enough over the lake will arrive as a rain of drops to the same interface. Other examples 
can easily be found for other pairs of elements. Are actually the twelve possible combinations all 
similar cases of a generally analogy, or are there exceptions because we do not find similar behavior? 
Take into account that in Leonardo's terminology, terra may mean a rock or gravel, or sand (i.e. both a 
large solid or the same solid reduced to granular material). Another internal analogy should be taken 
into account to understand this one better: earth in granular form can flow quite similarly to the flow of 
water in one-phase independent motions of each own. [See, e.g., the sand jets shown at the beginning 
of IIHR Monograph No. 107, Macagno 1989c].
An internal analogy which is simple only at first sight was included in Ms I 106R (Entry 11). 
The difficulty arises from the terseness of the statement by Leonardo:
del fumo
entra il fumo infra llaria con tale figura dondatione chome fa  laequa surgitjva chol suo
inpeto infra Ila altra acqua.
I think that Leonardo may have referred here to a flow due to a difference in density in the case of the 
smoke and a flow due to the momentum given to the water jet, presumably water of the same density as 
the surrounding water. If so, this is not a very interesting case, because the differences are too 
important, and offset the usefulness of the analogy.
Another internal analogy which is suggestive of an insight into streamlining processes, 
although it may not have been actually seen in such a way by Leonardo, is that in which a shape 
produced naturally is compared with another produced by naval architects through the centuries as a 
streamlined body. What I mean is that the hull of a ship is not generated naturally but in the mind of 
designers of ships. Leonardo compares the shape of a hull with the shape of scour holes in a river
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(Entry 4, Table II). In Ms I 70V (Entry 5), the analogy is drawn between two cavities formed by 
flowing water, one is a cavity formed in a river bank undermined by water and another a cavern carved 
by underground water.
In many problems, Leonardo considered the behavior of solid bodies in comparison with that 
of fluid bodies. For instance in CMI 95R, Leonardo listed several jetlike phenomena bearing some 
similarity among themselves, and included also a ball which is projected upward as an analog of an 
ascending jet. Another clearly suggested analogy in the CMI is in 125R; in this case, Leonardo saw a 
similarity between the motion of ball as it impacts a floor and jumps away and an open V-tube in which 
a certain amount of water is pour at one of the ends [see discussion of these two analogies in Macagno 
1982]. In the Ms I there are several analogies of this kind (Entries 6, 9, 10, 14).
In 62V (Entry 2) we find once more the analogy between granular material and liquids which 
was of great interest to Leonardo. Side by side he has described two containers one with continuous 
matters like water or other liquids, and one with seeds or sand, or some other granular material. One 
can say that granular materials and liquids are less analogical in statics than in dynamics, and it would 
be interesting to determine to what extent Leonardo perceived this difference. It does not take 
sophisticated experimentation to realize this difference, and Leonardo obviously did enough 
experiments with both kinds of materials to have perceived it; but so far I have not found any 
expression of such knowledge, although I have surely looked for it. Another point that is interesting in 
this passage is that Leonardo seems to have had a hint that the hydrostatic force on the bottom should, 
or could, be given by the weight of the liquid in the cylindrical container. He usually gives the contrary 
impression, as I have said in my comments on Leonardian hydrostatics [Macagno 1982, 1987b]. Of 
course, the question is less simple for materials which do not behave like Pascalian liquids. Further 
study, as in many other passages, is needed.
Among the external analogies, the one that seems more striking to me is that which relates 
botany and engineering hydraulics. Leonardo was very familiar with the conservation of volume in 
both Eulerian and Lagrangian forms, and enouncing this analogy seems well in line with such a 
knowledge. In Ms 112V (Entry 1), Leonardo stated that
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tuttj i ramj dellj alberi in ognj grado della loro alteza givnti insieme sono equalj alia 
grosseza del loro pedale.(Tl)
tutte le ramjficationj delle acque in ognj grado di loro lungeza essendo dequal mo 
sono equalj alia grosseza del loro principio (T2)
In the Ms M there is also a statement like this, although it is less explicit about this analogy [see 78V 
and Table II in IIHR Monograph No. 109, Macagno 1989e], which to my knowledge, was first 
discussed by Mr. Mendes-France (a physicist) in a lecture in Paris in 1981. Mendes-France attributed 
the idea to Leonardo da Vinci, but could not tell in what document one could find it. The analogy is 
remarkable in at least one sense, which is that Leonardo compared two terms in both of which there is 
information of some kind involved in determining the phenomenology.
I have taken measurements of a few trees which branched in a simple way with a well defined 
geometry (see sketch in Entry 1) and found that Leonardo's analogy is not without empirical support. 
Of course, much more study is needed, but in the meantime I would like to offer the basis for my 
statement above. In a system of conduits or canals which branch several times with the condition that 
the flowing liquid has an average velocity that is invariant there will be conservation of the sum of areas 
across any level or station(see stations 1, 2, 3 Entry 1-Table II)). This would be true even if the cross-
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sectional area of the flow is only a fraction of the total area of the individual channel or conduit,
provided that the flow area is always the same fraction of the total area. After all this is taken into 
account, if we consider circular conduits,the following equation can easily be obtained: = Xdj^,
here we call D the diameter of the main conduit, or trunk, while dj are the diameters of the several
conduits at any cross-section of the system. To simplify things we can assume that all the diameters at 
any cross-section are equal; then we obtain the simple expression = nd^, where n is the number of 
canals or branches. This formula can be used as a relatively good approximation when the diameters 
are not too different. I found more practical to go around with a measuring tape and some pieces of 
string, and measure the circumferences (remember that L = 7tD) of the tree trunks and branches. I used 
the linear formulas that results from the above expressions: Vn D = nd; VnL = nl, and obtained what I 
think we can call Leonardo's law within ten per cent. I do not claim much weight for some twenty
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measurements of the lower part of trees of convenient height and simple geometry. I soon discovered 
that there is a great variety of anatomies among trees, and I have already requested help from botanists.
The approximation I have used can be easily justified by assuming a simple hypothetical case in 
which a tree trunk is followed by four branches of diameters 1, 2, 3, 4 in some arbitrary unit, the sum 
of the areas would be 30(tc/4); the diameter of the trunk, according to Leonardo, should be D = 5.5. If 
I measure the circumferences, add and divide by 7t, I obtain the number 10 as the sum of diameters; by 
using the formula Vn D = nD, I obtain D = 5 which shows that the error would be only 10%. Usually 
one does not find branches that are so different.
Of course, there are questions that are more interesting. For instance, one of the colleagues in 
my university I have consulted, thought that it was interesting that a system in which information is, 
used would be in analogy with another under purely natural forces, but that is not what Leonardo 
stated. In both terms of the analogy there is information. In the hydraulic term, we have information 
as a design criterion. The condition of invariant average velocity is imposed by the hydraulic engineer 
for different reasons. In a branching canal system, like a network of irrigation canals, he may want to 
have a constant velocity to insure no deposits of silt of fine sand along the system. Some years ago, 
Professor Ippen conducted research on the critical velocities necessary to dislodge certain kind of snails 
from the walls of canals, because they were vectors for a serious tropical disease; thus another criterion 
for the design of canals based on information was generated. A natural system would not necessarily 
follow such a rule, consider, e.g. the behavior of a river in a delta.
In Ms I 111R T2 (Entry 12) we find a three-term analogy which is particularly interesting 
because the link relating the terms is not only the phenomenology with some similarities, but the 
nonlinear addition of certain properties as we consider a whole which is divided in parts (the decay of 
acoustical intensity, the lowering of resistance of a material, the decay of the force of flowing water).
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Experiments and Experimental Situation in the Ms I
There exists much concrete evidence of experimentation actually being performed by Leonardo. 
I would say that there is much more such evidence in his than in other cases which are accepted without 
much scrutiny. There were times during which it was thought that most of Leonardo’s experiments 
were more in his imagination than in his hands. There was, and perhaps there still is, much concern 
about this question among people who have never done experiments themselves. The scarcity of 
studies of Leonardian science of flow by persons who really know the subject have contributed to this 
state of affairs. Another source of skepticism is that most of Leonardian efforts in science are in what 
we would call today the area of qualitative experimentation, only a few results are formulated as 
quantitative relationships. Experiments need not be all the time of a quantitative nature which can be 
associated with mathematical functions [Macagno 1951, 1982]. This is particularly true in the early 
developments of new fields. However, this seems to be unacceptable to some scholars, but I believe it 
to be a rigid position too much centered within a certain sector of the sciences.
Already some experiments in hydrostatics show the undeniable mark of authenticity [Macagno 
1982, 1985a,b, 1987b, 1988a]. There are other situations in which Leonardo showed, more by his 
mistakes than by being correct, that he was performing experiments. Take, for instance, the cases of 
flow through expansions depicted in the Ms F (91R-v, 92R-V) which so many have interpreted as 
being experiments in conduits. That they are really experiments in open channels is irrefutably shown 
by the presence of diagonal waves, which can occur only if there is an interface between two fluids (for 
example, the water-air interface), or layers of the same fluid with different density [Macagno 1969]. 
Of such interfacial waves there are remarkable depictions in the Ms C (see 24V, 26R, 28V) and there is 
one in Ms M (66R D2). It is true that Leonardo wrote a note saying that he wanted to have a glass tube 
constructed for this kind of experiments, but it is quite probable that the tube was never made. I know 
from experience that the direct study of conduit flow is not an easy one; one is better off experimenting 
in open channels, but one should be careful not to work in the domain of Froude numbers higher than 
the critical value. Of course, Leonardo did not realize that he was making such a mistake; but he did 
leave evidence that he was actually performing experiments. There are many indicators in the drawings 
of Leonardo, easy for the trained eye to detect, that force the conclusion that he could not possibly have
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imagined things that are so realistically represented by him. In fact, both rights and wrongs in his 
fluid-flow experiments point in the direction of authenticity. Within this context, it is worth 
considering whether some of the drawings were the product of an intuitive feeling for fluid flow and 
transport phenomena; if through much experimentation and observations of nature and man-made 
systems, Leonardo was capable of guessing the right answer, this is a point that seems important in the 
way knowledge is acquired. Leonardo proceeded by analogy in many cases, and his use of the 
analogy between granular-material flow and water flow led him into some serious mistakes. This is 
surely true, but there is no doubt that he had authentic experimental knowledge of the two kinds of 
flow. In this case, Leonardo failed in not pursuing more strenuously the "negative" analogy, i.e., the 
identification of the differences. But, in his failed attempts, the mark of the authentic experimenter 
should be inescapable to both modem fluid- and soil-mechanicists, and I believe that more so than in 
some of his successful performances.
Among the remarkable experiments described by Leonardo, I would like to mention the crucial 
experiment of the floating double box, already described in several of my publications. Also of great 
interest are those experiments in which certain effects of the centrifugal force are demonstrated (see, 
e.g. the Codices Atlanticus and Madrid; see also the sometimes misunderstood experiment at the 
bottom of Ms C 24 V). I consider such experiments of great significance in forming an opinion in 
Leonardo's mind about facts running against some of the ideas of the physics of his time [Marinoni 
1988]. We are all familiar with centrifugal pumps, and centrifuges, and know how these machines 
operate. Leonardo noticed the effect of rotation on solid as well as fluid bodies. He also considered 
the effect of rotation on granular heterogeneous materials (see, e.g., Codex Forster II68V). Taking all 
these experiments into account, one can see that, after performing them, Leonardo could not have 
adhered to a notion of centripetal [Marinoni 1988] rather than centrifugal force, surely not after all the 
evidence of a contrary behavior that he accumulated. I believe that the behavior of a liquid under 
rotation, climbing along the walls of the container while air came down to occupy the space in the 
central part, was another of the paradoxes that Leonardo must have been puzzled by. He may have 
been the precursor of our ubiquitous utilitarian centrifugal pumps, but the possibility of having seen a 
paradox in all of that is much more exciting., and also a more important discovery.
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My investigation has led to the identification of 45 experiments and experimental situations in 
the Ms I, which are presented in a tabular form (Table III). I must say once more that tables like this 
do not mean that I believe that Leonardo performed all these experiments. I am surveying documents 
and I report what I find in them that appears as experimental in one sense or another. By developing 
the laboratory methodology to study Leonardo's scientific writings I have a rather objective procedure 
to examine the work he did, but I believe that in many cases we will remain in doubt about what he 
actually performed in the area of experiments [1988d].
The sketches in Table III (many of which are simplified) are either based on Leonardo's 
drawings, or introduced when there was no drawing by Leonardo. In the latter case, I have indicated 
my intrusion by inscribing my initials in the lower right-hand-side comer of the corresponding box. I 
have summarily described each experiment or experimental situation; an analysis of these experiments 
is part of my ongoing investigation, consisting of a systematic analysis of experiments and 
experimental situations in all of Leonardo's extant notebooks, as a necessary step for the synthesis of 
his science of flow. However, it seems appropriate to offer some brief comments in this section. 
More comments are to be found together with my renditions of the fluid-mechanical passages in the Ms 
I, in the second part of this monograph.
Of the forty five entries in Table III, one belongs to the expression of basic concepts regarding 
experimentation, six to general mechanics, one to mechanics of deformable bodies, four to 
hydrostatics, twenty one to flow phenomena, nine to fluvial hydraulics,and one to each of the 
following: hydraulic engineering, jet propulsion and meteorology.
In Ms I 10IV, Leonardo seems to have anticipated errors to come, not excluding those by 
generalists who feel able to assess experiments by others without ever having known about 
experimentation directly. As a comment to the description of experiments with analogies and 
differences among themselves Leonardo wrote:
come le sperienze ingannano ci non conosscie loro nature perche quelle che spesse volte 
paiano vna medesima spesse volte son di gran varietà come quj si dimostra (Ms 1101 
T2).
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Even if this were a criterion taught to, or acquired by, Leonardo, and not a notion of his own, it 
is evident that he abode by it, and that only men with authentic experience in experimentation would 
care to make such a note. Although Leonardo did not possess a good background in mathematics, he 
considered essential to conduct studies guided by mathematical principles. He went as far as to extend 
geometry to be able to describe some of the flow and deformation phenomena he was studying 
{Macagno 1989e]. In this connection, Entry 8 (Table III) is to be related to the studies of the 
transformation of a circular area into an elliptical one [Macagno M 1987 in her analysis of CA 602 R] 
with consideration not only of the deformation of the boundary (as in the Ms I 44V), but also of the 
entire area. In D1 of Ms 144V there is enough difference among the four diameters of the wheel to see 
that Leonardo was drawing an elliptical area rather than the ideal circular one, to describe the 
deformation of a wheel and its elements. What is really remarkable in Ms I 44V is the notion, 
conveyed by both text and drawings, that stress and strain are related:
Questa rota si posa chol suo peso sopra la linja.m.n. hora io dimando in che locho la
rota dal mezo in giu dura piv faticha e quanto e in che parte e per che chausa. (Tl)
dimando in cho il cierchio se ingobbera. (T2)
It should be noted that the drawings are very eloquent, specially Dl, because Leonardo exaggerated the 
deformation as a matter of didactics, as we all do when representing deformations of elements of 
buildings and machines. In the case of the wheel, Leonardo could not possibly have direct 
experimental evidence of its deformation, but he was sure of it because of the observation of more 
deformable bodies.
A general comment seems warranted at this point. Some give great weight to Leonardo's 
problems with mathematics, but it was his struggle with both theoretical and experimental physics 
which is really of paramount importance. If there is a tragic element in the story of Leonardo as a 
scientist, is the lack of interest in his life shown by those who know compared with the excessive 
interest of those who do not know, or do not know enough to understand his work. To my 
knowledge, there has been no true physicist who has studied seriously the physics in Leonardo's 
notebooks. The main proof of this is that no true physicist would have overlooked the fluid flow and
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transport phenomena studied by Leonardo, no true physicist would have missed the significance of 
such studies.
To understand Leonardian fluid mechanics, it is necessary to study his efforts in general 
mechanics, especially in kinematics and dynamics. This is unavoidable because he drew many 
analogies between solid mechanics and fluid mechanics (see Table II). The converse is also true: one 
cannot really understand Leonardian mechanics if one does not study his flow science. Concerning 
mechanics, Entries 3, 5, 6 (Table III for Ms I) are particularly interesting. Paths and impacts of solid 
bodies have counterparts in many of the water flows which were considered by Leonardo. In my 
opinion, Entry 6 describes an experiment of fundamental importance; if properly performed and 
interpreted, it should have given Leonardo enough evidence to discard one of the tenets of the physics 
of his time. I do not believe that one would propose such an experiment without having serious doubts 
about the link between size (or weight) of bodies and the displacements of each during their fall. I have 
not found, so far, any comment on results of experiments of this kind in the notebooks of Leonardo. 
In some cases in which he believed to have discovered something important he did not omit a 
comment. We will probably never have an answer to this question, because an important part of his 
notebooks is lost. We should note that Entry 3 also describes experiments for bodies of different size. 
In Leonardo, who usually did not try to eliminate the effect of fluid resistance, experiments of this kind 
may have had results that were not easy to interpret.
The four experiments on statics of fluids and granular materials are of some interest, but there 
are much better entries of this kind in other notebooks. The discussion about the penetration of similar 
bodies, which have been laid on a penetrable body or on a liquid, is obscure, and contradictory. But it 
is still rather interesting because Leonardo seems to be finding the correct answer. In T l, Leonardo 
says that one body will not sink more than the other. In T2, he says that one would sink twice as the 
other. What we can see is that if these were two wooden cubes of the same density laid on water, there 
would be a similarity in their behavior. The ratio of submersion depth over the height of the cubes 
would be the same for both of them. I do not find clear at all Leonardo's explanation. I think that there 
are some good elements in his discussion, but he falls short from rounding up his argument. What 
Leonardo calls 'potentia' and 'resistentia' seem to be the weight and the buoyancy of the bodies in
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question. This is one more example of the difficulty in translating words used by Leonardo into other 
languages, from which we should not exclude even modem Italian.
The experiment on upward water flow in a heap of granular material due to surface tension 
(Entry 10) may be important because it may have seemed a paradoxical situation to Leonardo, who we 
know was puzzled by other effects of surface tension. In this case - within the medieval physics - one 
should be puzzled by seeing water in the midst of earth going up in some cases and down in other 
cases. I have included the notes on liquid drops (Entry 12) in hydrostatics, because Leonardo seems to 
be mainly concerned with the equilibrium problem rather than with motion of drops down the inclined 
planes, some of which are rather steep. Drops which roll down over a surface they do not wet present 
an interesting problem even nowadays.
Of the twenty one entries of flow phenomena, I will offer here only comments on those which 
appear as more remarkable in relation with similar situations in other notebooks I have already studied 
in detail. There are also the annotations and comments in my transcription of the Ms I. When I have 
already discussed a situation in some of my publications, the corresponding reference is given in Table 
III.
In the experiment described by the sketch D2 in Ms 136V (Entry 14), we find one of the criteria 
that are considered as fundamental in modem design of experiments, i.e., the ingenious simplification 
of a complex technological situation to gain understanding of the aspect that needs to be clarified. 
Leonardo has simulated the conditions of the water layer in an Archimedean screw by having a 
horizontal cylindrical tank rotating around its axis (for which he wants the dry friction minimized) 
while inside the cylinder, a water layer is placed to cover only a segment of the inner space. I think that 
there are here several good elements of experiments design, regardless of the experiment having been 
performed or not. In the Codex Hammer [Macagno 1988a] there are other examples of cleverly 
designed experiment in fluid mechanics.
In three places in the Ms I (Entry 24) Leonardo refers to the use of tanks or flumes with glass 
walls in order to study flow phenomena. In 115R, a flume is described for experiments including 
granular material transported by the water. Leonardo indicates how to visualize the flow by means of 
two different tracers. Some instructions for experiments on bank erosion are also included. A brief
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note seems to contain the result of some of his observations. We have only indirect indications of what 
Leonardo may have learned from experiments in flumes like the ones described in the Ms I. He never 
seems to say explicitly that such and such results were obtained in one apparatus or another. But 
results are given in different places which could not have been obtained from simple observations of 
natural flows, without some experimental setup.
In Entries 22 and 23, patterns of surface waves of the type obtained by throwing a pebble into a 
pool of water, or by sticking a rod into running water, are shown. Of these sketches the remarkable 
ones are those two which show the effects of relative motion. These sketches are relatively easy to 
interpret, but the corresponding text is not clear. The elliptical eccentric wave lines would not be 
obtained if the water would have uniform velocity distribution around the source of the waves. These 
effects could have been observed in some of the canals, pools and locks of Milano, including the one in 
which waves come from sources at the vertices of a triangle. But such a possibility does not always 
show what we want to see; that is why so many flumes with glass walls and clear water have been, and 
are being used in fluid-mechanical laboratories. We know that Leonardo was concerned with the wave 
systems resulting from complex source distributions. A similar situation is considered in the Codex 
Madrid I for waves originating along the sides of an equilateral triangle [see discussion and clarifying 
experiments by Macagno 1982]. At a distance large enough from the triangular source, the waves 
become similar to those coming from a single source. Insensitivity, at a given distance, to the 
distribution of singularities was to be an important finding by several scientists centuries later; such a 
notion was developed by Saint-Venant more than a century ago [Love 1944] for the theories of torsion 
and flexure.
The question of impinging jets and nappes attracted the attention of Leonardo and he left a 
number of sketches which bear the mark of records of true experiments [see e.g. Macagno 1982]. 
Also of interest is a drawing in the Codex Atlanticus which could be a sketch made by Leonardo of an 
existing technical situation [Macagno 1989a, CA 165R Dl]. His written comments, as in many other 
cases, are less eloquent and less clear. But in the Ms I (Entries 16, 30) he explained a point that I had 
not found yet mentioned anywhere else in his notebooks. In several of his written notes it is not clear
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whether or not Leonardo discarded the possibility that one jet could after all go through another, in a 
manner similar to the crossing of two beams of light, but in the Ms 1105V Tl, he states
sell corso di 2 linje dacqua intraversandosi nel mezo o in parte de corsi de fiumj 
sintraversano nel passare luna per laltra o luna sopra laltra o dopo la percussione 
ciasscuna rinbalzi indirieto cierto indirieto balza perch e impossibile che 2 corpi 
passino luno laltro. (Tl )
Here we find, clearly said, that one liquid jet cannot penetrate another in the sense of matter 
going unhindered through some other matter. The question is not so simple because Leonardo 
performed also experiments with jets which were able to pierce water nappes [see experiments by 
Macagno in IIHR No. 101, 1988a, and Leonardo's sketches in Macagno 1988c]. In the case of a 
nappe perforated by a jet, the water in the nappe goes around the water of the jet, much in the same 
manner it would if one sticks a rod in the water, as demonstrated through flow visualizations. There 
is, to be sure, a certain amount of mixing peripherally to the jet, but of course no actual penetration of 
one water into the other in the classic sense of impenetrability of one continuum by another.
Other studies of jets by Leonardo are also remarkable. We find in the Ms I (Entry 32) a plan 
for the study of jets which seems to have its results condensed in a remarkable figure in the Ms F 16V 
[Macagno 1987a]. In that figure, Leonardo represented the family of jets resulting from a nozzle under 
a constant head, which is successively set at different angles beginning with vertical and almost vertical 
jets. There has not been much study of vertical jets by scientists, but they were and are well known to 
designers of water fountains of all times. They usually do not reach a height near to the theoretically 
expected height because the water tends to fall down along the same line it went up; therefore vertical 
and nearly vertical jets should be represented as reaching an average lower height (relatively speaking) 
than jets which describe a more open parabola. This is precisely what the drawing of the Ms F shows. 
Thus the enveloping line of the family of parabolas has a peak away from the region of vertical jets [see 
Figs. 11 and 12 in Macagno 1987a]. It is interesting to know that the Ms F is considered, according to 
some chronological studies, as more recent than the Ms I. The drawing of a family of jets in the Ms F 
is remarkable because Leonardo did it without any embellishment; he drew, as we do in technical
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reports, only the estimated axis of each jet [see how the jets are in reality in photographs included in my 
paper, Macagno 1987a].
The local flow over a brink is depicted in three sketches in the Ms I (Entry 20). Only cases 
with neat separation of the flow going over the edge are shown; we know that Leonardo considered 
this problem in the Codex Atlanticus 1015R [Macagno 1986b] and there he showed an awareness of 
surface tension effects on the flow. We would say today that this flow is dependent not only on the 
Froude number, but also on the Weber number. The gradually varied flow approaching the brink has 
been discussed by Leonardo in several other places, all of which seem to be for flow with separation.
One of the experimental situations (Entry 26) is somewhat puzzling; it is difficult to understand 
why Leonardo chose rather strange configurations of the opening of sluice gates in Ms I 91R; they 
seem to match partially those of the bottom of a canal ending in a water fall in Ms I 82 R (Entry 19). 
The latter are perhaps easier to conceive as means of affecting the falling nappe by generating currents 
which would cause less erosion at the foot of the fall. It seems doubtful to me that the same criteria 
would have been the reason for strange shapes in 91 R.
A few experiments are concerned with what we would call today two-phase flows; they involve 
primarily water and secondarily air, by either natural entrainment or through injection (entries 17, 18, 
29). Leonardo usually tended to attribute to air in water greater power than it really has to induce water 
flow (See my comments to the analogy in Ms I 69V). He was more accurate in his considerations 
about the behavior of relatively small air bubbles (sonagli) than he was in his discussions of the effects 
of large amounts or air. For instance in Ms I 109 R he described an experiment in which air is injected 
under water in a tank to observe the behavior of air bubbles, part of which is described in that folio. 
Similar experiments are described in Ms F 37V and 28V, with more insight on pressure in the interior 
of liquids [Macagno 1987b]. Regarding the bubbles that drift toward the falling jet and are re-captured 
by it (in Ms I 81R Tl), I believe that such re-introduction of air by a falling water jet is most probably a 
rather small percentage of the directly entrained air. I have not yet found a discussion of Leonardo 
about the mechanism of superficial air entrainment by high-velocity flows. There are, in his 
notebooks, some discussions of the transport of air inside the water before it returns to the air sphere 
(Ms I 80V and 81R).
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The six experimental situations belonging to fluvial hydraulics are all but one directly concerned 
with erosion and deposit phenomena generated by flow disturbances due to the following causes: 
obstacles laying on the river bottom, constriction of the channel, bend in a river. The one in which 
erosion is not discussed, may be considered as a study of the water flow after the morphology of the 
channel has been changed by erosive and sedimentary processes. One more case could be added to the 
list of six, because in one of the passages on experimental flumes, Leonardo describes two possible 
experiments of fluvial hydraulics: one consisting in constructing a bed of uniform slope to be eroded by 
the flow, and another in which a bank is simulated and the scour phenomena are to be studied.
The patterns of erosion and deposit around and downstream from obstacles placed on an 
erodible bed (Entry 38) are much more thoroughly discussed by Leonardo in the Codex Hammer. To 
gain insight into this aspect of Leonardian fluvial hydraulics, I have performed a series of experiments 
at the fluid-mechanical laboratories of Iowa and Karlsruhe [Macagno 1975-85, 1986a, 1987a]. In the 
Codex Hammer, Leonardo described and discussed also the horse-shoe and the necklace vortices 
which form around partially submerged obstacles in open-channel flow. The former is intimately 
related to the scour and deposit patterns, mentioned above, and only summarily described in Ms I.
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FUTURE WORK
Much work is yet to be done to arrive at a satisfactory synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow 
and transport phenomena. I have attempted to do it for limited areas, like those of hydrostatics, basic 
fluid mechanics, analogies, paradoxes, experimentation, but many others remain to be investigated and 
synthesized. I believe that Leonardo's methodology is clearly emerging, and I have written about this 
subject already. Of course, until all the documents are examined thoroughly, a final total synthesis 
must be postponed. More than half of the French Manuscripts remain to be studied in the way the Mss 
C, H, L, M and I have been examined. I very much hope that all the work that lies ahead can be 
accomplished in the years I have left, but most probably, this monumental work will have to be 
completed by others, and I hope I may attract co-workers soon for an appropriate and effective 
transfer.
An area in which collaboration is very much needed is that of the disciplines important to the 
historical development of fluid mechanics. I have tried to establish some criteria for the study of 
Leonardian fluid mechanics, which is my central interest, but I have come to realize that more than I 
envisioned is necessary. Without an analysis of geometrical, kinematical and dynamical developments 
in the notes of Leonardo it is difficult to analyze his work on flow phenomena. I have encouraged 
already the study of that part of his geometry that is very original and innovative, and I have made 
some inroads myself into his kinematics. I hope very much that interest in his dynamics entices some 
student or scholar, because this trilogy of disciplines is very important in the investigation of the 
science of flow in Leonardo.
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
Iowa City, 25 July, 1989.
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o n d a r y  flows.
I 77V 
Tl
I 77R 
T2 Dl
----------------------------- — — — - ---------
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
W a t e r  and air f l o w  p a t t e r n s  w h e n  a 
n a p p e  falls into a pool of water.
I 81R 
Tl-2 
Dl-2
FLUID M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  and s c our p a t t e r n s  for w a t e r  
falling f r o m  w e i r s  of d i f f e r e n t  
s h a p e s .
I 82R
Tl-2
Dl-11
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
W a t e r  f low ove r  b r i n k s  of d i f f e r ­
ent shapes. F l o w  w i t h  separation.
(For flow w i t h o u t  separation, see 
C A  1015R, M a c a g n o  1986b.)
I 8 5V 
T2 D2
I 89V 
Tl Dl
XLV
T A B L E  III
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUA TION S IN THE Ms I
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
Jets of d i f f e r e n t  c r o ss-sectional 
shape fa l l i n g  into a w a t e r  pool.
I 8 6V 
Tl D2
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
I n t e r a c t i o n  an d  s u p e r p o s i t i o n  of 
c i r c u l a r  w a t e r - s u r f a c e  waves.
I 86V 
D2
I 87R 
Tl D3
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
S u r f a c e  w a t e r  w a v e s  a f f e c t e d  by 
th w a t e r  flow.
I 87R 
Tl D3
I 114 R 
Tl
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  v i s u a l i z a t i o n .  Glass-wall tank 
or flume for o b s e r v a t i o n s  of flow 
by the u s e  of d i f f e r e n t  tracers.
I 89V 
T2-3 D2
I 109 R  
Tl Dl
I 115 R  
Tl-3 Dl
XLVI
T A B L E  III
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUA TION S IN THE Ms I
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  p r o p e r t i e s  of w a t e r  as it 
p a s s e s  fro m  a n a r r o w  ch a n n e l  into 
a w i d e  one.
I 90V 
Tl Dl-2
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  t r o u g h  o p e n i n g s  of  d i f f e r e n t  
shap e s  in s l u i c e  g a t e s .
(Compare w i t h  E n t r y  19 in this 
t a b l e .)
I 9 1R 
Tl Dl-3
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
W a t e r  in a g l ass r o t a t i n g  o n  a 
c i r c u l a r  p a t h  in the v e r t i c a l  plane.
(See d i s c u s s i o n  a b o u t  c e n t r i f u g a l -  
e f f e c t s  e x p e r i m e n t s  in M a c a g n o  1989 
d, p. xxii).
I 99R 
T2 D3
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
S u p e r c r i t i c a l  ch a n n e l  flow a g a i s n t  
a c y l i n d r i c a l  obstacle.
I 108R 
Tl Dl
T A B L E  III
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITU A TIO N S IN THE Ms I
XLVI I
FLUID MECHANICS
I m p i n g i n g  w a t e r  s t r e a m s  to i n v e s ­
t i g a t e  b o u n c i n g  and m i x i n g  p h e n o m ­
ena .
(See a p p l i c a t i o n  of l a b o r a t o r y  m e ­
t h o d o l o g y  to this p r o b l e m  and sim­
ilar ones in Macagno 1982.)
I 114V 
Tl-2 Dl
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
C o m p a r i s o n  b e t w e e n  b o u n c i n g  b a l l s  
a nd f low of w a t e r  g o i n g  from o ne 
b o u n d a r y  to a n o t h e r .
I 1 15V 
Tl-2 D l - 2
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
Jets (vertical and curvilinear) 
fro m  a n o z z l e  at d i f f e r e n t  i n d i  - 
n a t i o n s  and w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  d i a m e ­
ters .
I 123R 
Tl Dl
32
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
F l o w  a b o u t  o b s t a c l e s .  P a r t i a l l y  
s u b m e r g e d  and t o t a l l y  submerged o b ­
stacles in a c h a n n e l .
I 123R 
T2 D2
X L V I I I
T A BLE III
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUA TION S IN THE Ms I
F L U I D  M E C H A N I C S
Study of air bubbles i n j e c t e d  u n der
w a t e r  by m e a n s  of a bellows.
(See d i s c u s s i o n  of this e x p e r i m e n t  
in M a c a g n o  1987b.)
I 109V 
Tl
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
F l o w  b e t w e e n  and a r o u n d  two obstacles 
p l a c e d  on  an e r o d i b l e  bed.
(See also E n t r y  39 in this table)
I 61V 
Tl Dl
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
F l o w  and e r o s i o n  p a t t e r n s  a r o u n d  
p a r t i a l l y  and t o t a l l y  s u b m e r g e d  
b o d i e s  in a c h a n n e l .
I 67V 
T l - 2 Dl-3
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
S c o u r  h o l e  dug by  a w a t e r  fall.
(See also E n t r y  40 in this Table)
I 68V 
Tl Dl
XLI X
T A B L E  III
'E X P E R I M E N T S  A N D  E X P E R I M E N T A L  S I T U A T I O N S  IN THE Ms I
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
F l o w  and e r o s i o n  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  
after a c o n s t r i c t i o n  in an  o p e n  
c h a n n e l .
I 75 R  
Tl Dl
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
P a t t e r n s  of e r o s i o n  and d e p o s i t  in 
a r i v e r  bend.
I 81V 
T2 D2
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
S c o u r - h o l e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  a r o u n d  
and d o w n s t r e a m  f r o m  o b s t a c l e s  im­
p l a n t e d  in an e r o d i b l e  bed.
(See a p p l i c a t i o n  of the laboratory 
m e t h o d o l o g y , t o  the study of this 
passage, in M a c a g n o  1986a)
I 84R
Tl-4
Dl-3
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
F l o w  and e r o s i o n  p a t t e r n s  d ue to
a w a t e r  fall i m p i n g i n g  on erodible
ground.
(See a lso E n t r y  36 in this Table)
Ms I
108V-109R
115R
T1-3D1
LTABLE I I I
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUA TIO N S IN  THE Ms I
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
T r a n s v e r s e  w a v e s  and a s s o c i a t e d  e- 
r o s i o n  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s .
I 117R 
Tl-2 
Dl-2
F L U V I A L  H Y D R A U L I C S
F l o w  of w a t e r  o v e r  large b o t t o m -  
or s i d e - r o u g h n e s s  el e m e n t s  of a 
r i v e r .
I 127 V  
Tl Dl-2
H Y D R A U L I C  E N G I N E E R I N G
D i f f e r e n t  b e h a v i o r  of tubes u n d e r
i n t ernal or ex t e r n a l  pressure.
I 13V 
T2 D3
J ET P R O P U L S I O N
C o m p a r i s o n  of the p e r f o r m a n c e  of 
two rockets, p r e s u m a b l y  s i milar to 
e ach other.
I 44R 
T2-3 
D2-3
LI
T A B L E  III
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITU A TIO N S IN THE Ms I
M E T E O R O L O G I C A L  F L O W  
S i m p l i f i e d  e x p e r i m e n t a l  s i m u l a t i o n  
of an air flo w  t h r o u g h  a m o u n ­
tain gorge.
(This c o u l d  h ave b e e n  a t h o u g h t  e x ­
periment, as o t h e r s  tha t  L e o n a r d o  
d e s c r i b e d  in his notebooks)
I 69R 
T2-3 
D2-3
MS I1
1Ms I 12V Tl-2
All the branches of any tree at any degree of 
height, if put together, are equal (in cross- 
sectional area ?) to the cross-section of its 
trunk.
Any branching of the waters of equal velocity 
at any place of their course are (if added 
together) of the same cross-section as at their 
beginning.
tuttj i ramj deglj alberi in ognj grado della 
loro alteza givnti insieme sono equalj alla 
grosseza del loro pedale. (Tl)
tutte le ramjfìcationj delle acque in ognj grado 
di loro lungeza essendo dequal mo sono 
equalj alla grosseza del loro principio. (T2)
The first time I heard about Leonardo comparing the branching of trees with the branching of 
water courses was during a lecture by Mr. Mendes France in Paris, in 1981. Tl, 2 above is 
precisely about such an analogy. There is a passage in Ms M 78V, which contains only one 
element of such analogy, but here the analogy is spelled in enough detail. I have examined 
some trees, but not being a botanist 1 soon felt that I was entering a rather chaotic field. In fact, 
it is not o f primary importance from the point of view of fluid mechanics to ascertain how 
accurate may be the idea of trees following a certain conservation law, like canal systems may 
do. The question that seems important is the formulation of an idea that could be the basis for 
an initial exploration of the flow of sap and its influence in the geometrical properties of trees; 
such an idea surely goes beyond the thinking involved in the design of a system of canals.
1TI
T2
DI T3 
D2 T4
Ms I 1 2V (CV)
TI T2
A C Q U A
F L O W
C O N S E R
P L A N T
A N A L O G
C A N A L
H Y D  EN
2Ms I 13V T2 D3
I ask where the tube ab, full of water, is more 
loaded (stressed?) by the water, from inside, 
or from outside, and how much and why.
domando dove la canna .a.b. piena dacqua e 
piv sforzata dall acqua di dentro o di fori e 
quanto e perche. (T2)
This could be a question regarding the differences in loading effects for an inclined tube 
depending on having water only inside or only around. Could Leonardo have experimented or 
known about some experience with conduits resisting well a given internal pressure and 
collapsing under the same pressure externally applied ? This passage seems to point in such a 
direction, but so far I have not found additional comments on this question in his notebooks.
Ms I 14R TI D2
It is natural that a given tube (reservoir ?) 
could eject (water) so far as an infinite 
distance, because the height of the stored 
water, which exerts pressure upon such 
water outlet, could be infinite. This is what 
does the tube ba, which is imagined to be of 
infinite height. For each degree of height 
(head?) the nozzle ac acquires (increasing) 
degrees of reach as it throws out water.
e i natura che vna medesima canna po gittare 
lontan da sse infinita distantia perche infinita 
po essere lalteza ingorgata dall acqua che 
charica sopra tale vsscita dacqua come fa la 
canna .b.a. che po essere dinfinita alteza colla 
imaginatione e in ognj grado dalteza la canna 
acacquista gradi di distantia nel suo gittare da 
Fontano. (Tl)
Once more, Leonardo recognizes the correlation between the reach of a jet and the pressure in 
the reservoir [See, e.g., Ms C 7R, Macagno 1987b, or CA 349R, Macagno 1989c]. Of interest 
here is the idea of considering the limit as the head goes to infinite. The experiment is easy to 
perform (of course for finite water heads!) J f one takes a tube long enough, open at both ends 
and of small diameter so that with a finger, or a hand, one can obliterate the lower end and then 
fill the tube with water. Then, one can let the water escape at a small rate, and confirm 
qualitatively the functional relationship between head and discharge [See the Codex Atlanticus 
for a similar experiment described by Leonardo, Macagno 1986b]
2T l
D l
D2
D3
T2
Ms I 13V 
T2 D3
A C Q U A  
PRESS 
C O N D U I T  
E X P E R  
H YD EN
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DI
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Ms I 1 4 R  
Tl D2
A C Q U A
F L O W
PRESS
JET
R E S E R
E X P E R
(Compare w i t h  Ms M  73 D3 )
3Ms I 14V T l, T2
Of motion and impact
If somebody goes down (the stairs) step by 
step, jumping from one to the other step, and 
if you put together all the 'potentie' of the 
impacts and weights of such jumps, you will 
find that they are equal to the total impact and 
weight which such man would produce when 
falling down vertically from the top to the 
bottom of the height of such stairway.
de moto e percussione
se vno dissciende di scalino inj scalino 
faciendo dall uno all altro vn salto allora se 
ttu givgnjeraj insieme tutte le potentie delle 
percussionj e ppesi di talj salti tu troveraj 
quelle essere equalj alla intera percussione e 
peso che darebe tale omo quando cadessi per 
linja perpendiculare dal capo al piedi della 
alteza di detta scala.(Tl)
Moreover, if such a man would fall from a 
given height, impacting step by step on 
shrinking springlike objects, in such a way 
that the impact from one to the next be small, 
you would find that such a man in the last 
part of his fall would see his impact 
diminished in so much, of what he would 
have experienced through the free vertical 
line, as what would be equivalent to 
subtracting all the (partial) impacts effected in 
each degree of such a descent over the 
aforesaid springs.
ancora se tale homo cadesse duna alteza 
percotendo di grado in grado sopra obiettj 
che ssi piegassino a modo di molla i modo 
che Ila perchussione dall una all altra fussi 
picola tu troverrestj che ttale homo all ultima 
parte del suo disscienso ara tanta diminuita la 
sua percussio da cquella chelli arebbe fatta 
per lilia libera e perpendiculare quanto 
sarebbe a sbatterne tutte le percusione 
insieme givnte le qualj furono date in ognj 
grado del detto discienso sopra le predette 
mollj.(T2)
What Leonardo says seems easy to transfer word by word to any language, but the difficulty is 
in what he actually means. It seems that he is stating that the sum of small impacts (ifter small 
drops of a body is equivalent to the single impact over the sum of such incremental falls. We 
can easily do some experimentation and see that we are confronted with a complex subject 
which may not be additive at all. What I want to convey to the reader is that the translation is 
not easy if one knows mechanics. I worked under the uneasy feeling (which no purely 
humanist translator can experience) that Leonardo was saying (in our terminology) that "small" 
Dirac functions are additive and that adding together enough small Dirac functions one would 
obtain a "large" Dirac function.
3TI
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Ms I 1 4V 
Tl
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P O T E N T I A
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(CV)
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4Ms I 16R Tl, 3 Dl?
Similitude does not imply equality
If (two) angles are similar, the portions of 
which they are made are equal, and 
conversely.
simjlitudine no arguissce equalita. (Tl)
se li angoli fieno simjli le portionj doue son 
fattj sono equalj e cosi di conuerso. (T3)
The notions of similitude, or similarity, and that of equality, or congruence, must be taken into 
account in trying to understand Tl and T2. What we call congruent figures is what used to be 
called equal figures in Euclidean geometry [see, for instance, Greenberg 1980, Martin 1987]. 
One must be particularly careful in rendering Tl, 3 into another language, modern Italian 
included.
The question of similitude is o f great meaning and weight in fluid mechanics, and we cannot 
investigate Leonardian fluid mechanics without exploring what he discovered and knew about 
similitude (See also Ms I 31R). Leonardo may not have learned very well the geometry of 
Euclid, but he broke new ground in some areas o f geometry [Weyl 1952, Martin 1987, 
Macagno M. 1987,1988].
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5Ms I 18R T l, D1
Nature is full of an infinity of reasons which 
have never been in (human ?) experience.
la natura e piena di infinjte ragionj che non 
furon maj in jsperientia.(Tl)
I found it difficult to establish a definite interpretation of this sentence. Perhaps it means that 
there are many laws in nature that have not been ever explored.
I have included D l among the drawings reproduced in this monograph because it seems to be 
an example of symmetry (through a halfturn ?) in modern transformation geometry. There is no 
text that can be associated with this sketch (see also Ms I 24V, 25R.) Of interest may also be a 
drawing in Ms 116V D2.
Ms 19R Dl
I have included this sketch because I saw at first glance a flow-like pattern, but it could be, as 
Marinoni seems to believe, the plan of a castle. There are only a few sketches more on this 
page, none related to flow.
5T 1
T2
D2 D 1
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Ms I 18R 
T 1 D 1
E X P E R  T R A  G E O M  
C O N C E P  S Y M M  
Di
D2
D3
Ms I 19R 
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FLOW?
VORT?
-f=%
Dl
C o m p a r e  Dl w i t h  Ms I 7 9V Dl. )
6Ms I 21V T2 Dl-2
The water must be poured over one fourth of 
the wheel as shown in an. In this way the 
weight is as much as possible away from the 
center of the wheel. And when that fourth 
part achieves its displacement the screw must 
accomplish a complete turn........
debbesi uersare lacqua sopra la 4a parte della 
rota come si mostra in .a.n. accio chel peso 
stia quanto si puo remoto al cientro della rota 
e quanto essa 4a parte ara fatto suo corso la 
ujte debe dare vna volta intera (e per fare tal 
cosa da 32 denti alia rota e a ciascuna rocha 8 
fusellj e basta.) (T2)
Those interested in the mechanical engineering aspects will find more material on this page and 
on the preceding one (Ms I 21R-V). See also Ms I 23R, 22V and 35V. This monograph is 
devoted to fluid mechanics and to basic related questions.
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1Ms I 22R T1 D1
If two equal projectiles have equal quantity of 
motion. I ask, which (projectile) will give 
more impact on its object: the one along the 
straight path ab, or the one with a reflection, 
i.e. the one with a bent ac ?
dimando in pari quantita di moto fatto da 2 
equalj corpi gravj quale dara magiore 
perchusione nel suo obbietto ol moto retto 
a.b. ol moto refresso overo inginochiato .a.c. 
(Tl)
The question proposed here and the language are certainly interesting, because the better we 
understand Leonardian basic mechanics the better will we grasp what he accomplished in the 
studies o f fluid flow and transport phenomena.
I have underlined "quantity of motion" in my rendition, because contrary to other passages, this 
one contains a clear indication that 'moto' (in the context of text and drawing) was not meant to 
be "displacement". I do not say that Leonardo meant "momentum" necessarily. One should 
remember that in several languages the expression for momentum is still "quantity of motion" 
(cantidad de movimiento, quantite de mouvement, quantitd di moto, cantitate de miscare), and 
one may be tempted to believe that the expression meant the same that it means now to many of 
us. In this case, the displacement is obviously not the same; then, what did Leonardo mean? 
Most probably, that the two bodies would arrive at the point of impact with the same velocity, 
with the same impact ability. How far would this be from a proto-notion of momentum?
7D 1
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8Ms I 22V Tl-5
According to the ninth of the 2nd of the 
Elements which says: the center of any 
suspended weight stops under the center of 
its suspension, hence . . .
Central line is that line one imagines going 
straight from the thing to the center of the 
world.
per la nona di 2° degli elementj che dice il 
dentro dognj graujta sospesa si ferma sotto il 
dentro del suo sostentaculo adunque. (Tl)
linja cientrale e detta quella la quale con 
rettitudine simagina dalla cosa al dentro del 
mondo. (T2)
The center of any suspended weight desires 
to be on the central line of its suspension.
And the suspended weight which, by 
accident will be remotest from the central 
line, will be the one with most force for its 
natural weight.
il cientro dognj graujta sospesa desidera 
vnjrsi colla linja centrale del suo 
sostentaculo. (T3)
e quella gravita sospesa che per acidente dalla 
linja centrale del suo sostentaculo stara piv 
remota quella acqujstera piv forza oltre al suo 
peso naturale. (T4)
Now to conclude, I say that the water of the 
screws has the center of its gravity on the 
central line of its axis, and that any little 
weight added from one of its sides will be 
cause of its motion. Hence, a , which has 
weight on its axis and rests always on a 
point, will be of easier motion than c.
hora per concludere dico che lacqa delle ujtj 
da il cientro della sua graujta nella linja 
centrale del suo polo e ognj poco peso che da 
lun de latj sagugne fia cavsa del suo moto 
adunque .a. che a il peso sopra i sua polj e 
tocha senpre in punto fia di piv facile moto 
che .c. (T5)
In T5, there is a reference to some figures on Ms 123R; probably D1 and D4. I do not find 
clear the role of the water in all this discussion. I am afraid all this is of little use in connection 
with fluid mechanics, but I do not want to miss the slightest chance of identifying something 
related to it.
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'
9Ms I 26R T2 D2
Houseleek (sempervivum) in the flames. senpre viuo in foco. (T2)
I have included here the allegory in T2 D2 because of Leonardo's interest in flow phenomena in 
flames.
Ms I 29R Tl-2 D1
Lock of the moat. Lock of Misalia.
Lock of the poplars.
Canal deriving from the lock of the poplars at 
the level of the bank of the moats.
conca del fosso, conca del mjsalia.(Tl) 
conca delle popiole.
canale che si parte dalla conca delle pobiole e 
sta al liuello dell argine de fossi. (T2)
9T 1 D 1
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10
Ms I 29V D2
Ravaisson-Mollien saw in D2 a representation o f the water sphere. This sketch is somewhat 
reminiscent of one in the Codices Madrid (16R) in which some of the continental masses are 
better represented and clearly identified. In Leonardo’s hydrostatics the water sphere played an 
important role [Macagno, 1982]. D3 is still more difficult to interpret than D2.
Ms I 31R Dl-3
D3 was drawn by Leonardo many times, but D l is rarely found in his notebooks. In 
association with D2 and D3, the sketch D l is suggestive of a search for an analogous of the 
Pythagoras theorem in three-dimensional space.
See also Ms 141V, in which more sketches like the ones reproduced here can be found for the 
2-dimensional Pythagoras theorem and the partition of cube.
10
D2 DI 
D3
Ms I 29V 
D 3
A C Q U A ?
PL A N E T ?
(See d r a w i n g  like D2 in CM, M a c a g n o  1982)
D1
D3 D2 
D4
D5
D6
Ms I 31R 
Dl-3
S I M I L
A N A L O G
G E O M
(See d r a w i n g s  like D 2 ,3 in Ms I 41R.)
11
Ms I 32V Tl-4
Moat (secondary?) of Milano.
Canal 2 'braccia' wide.
Castle with flooded moats.
Flooding of the moats of the said Castle of 
Milano.
rifosso di mjlano
canale largo 2 bracca
castello co fossi ingorgatj
ingorgatione de fossi desso castello di mjlan.
(Tl-4)
Ms I 35V D2
Ravaisson-Mollien [1889] sees in D2 an Archimedean screw. After having studied the many 
perpetual-motion hydraulic systems in the Codex Forster I [Macagno 1988 b] as well as in other 
codices and notebooks o f Leonardo, I immediately saw D2 as a hydraulic wheel which drives a 
screw which in turn feeds the wheel with the water it raises. I noticed, after taking a second 
look that some elements were missing, but /  still think that D2 falls in the category 
of what Leonardo called, at some time, \moto sofistico'. See also Ms I 21V D1 where the 
missing links were not omitted. Further study is surely needed.
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m a y  h a v e  b e e n  o m i t t e d  in D2 above.)
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Ms I 36V T2 Dl-3
The bell gives from itself equal weights to the 
central line of its axis. Because of that, if the 
length (or diameter ?) of the axis were that of 
a mathematical line, it can be shown that 
almost an infinitely small weight could set 
into motion such a weight so that the weights 
on each side of the axis would become again 
equal. Hence, since the water weighs equally 
on the axis a , as one can see in m f and the 
central line an, a small weight put in t moves 
the container of the water relative to its first 
position. And it does this successively, 
leaving (all the time) the water in its position 
of equal weights on both sides of its axis.
la canpana da di se equalj pesj alia linja 
centrale del suo polo Onde per tale causa si 
dimostra sella lungeza di tal polo fussi fatto 
della linja matematica che quasi un peso 
dinfinjta parujta darebe moto a ttale peso per 
raguagliare equali pesi intorno al suo polo. 
Onde essendo laequa equale peso al polo .a. 
come si mostra in .m.f. colla linia centrale 
.a.n. picolo peso posto in .t. move la cassa 
dell acqa nel suo primo sito e cosi fa 
suciessiuamente lasciande lacqa nel suo sito 
equalmente grave intorno al suo polo. (T2)
Although not explicitly expressed, this is obviously a discussion concerning Achimedean 
screws, (this is also the opinion of Ravaisson-Mollien). The fluid mechanical problem in T2 is 
that of the water inside the cylindrical encasement depicted in D l, 2 as such container turns 
around its axis a (see Dl). The set up is clearly that of a simplified situation adopted for 
experimentation, although it seems that Leonardo used these sketches for his discussion only. 
Leonardo idealizes the situation both in the simplified geometrical conditions and in the behavior 
of the water, which appears to be treated as an inviscid liquid, although it would have shown a 
realistic behavior to Leonardo in the case he had performed the experiments.
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Ms I 37R DI
Ravaisson Mollien [1889] considered that this drawing represented some hydraulic or 
combustion device. It seems more the latter than the former, but until we find some text related 
to a drawing like this, it will remain difficult to interpret it.
Ms I 38V T2 D1
moat
canal
bank
A way of flooding the castle.
rifosso
canale
argine
modo da (ingor)gare il castello.(T2)
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Ms I 43V T1
Always the rebound will be less than the 
descent of the body which rebounds. This 
rebound is called reflection motion, and it is 
always weaker than the incident motion.
senpre fia il balzo fia mjnore chel discienso 
facto dalla cosa che balza e cquesto tal balzo 
si dimanda moto reflexo che senpre fia piv 
debole chel moto retto. (Tl)
The notion in DI, which is really an expression of what we call now dissipation of energy, is 
repeated over and over in Leonardo's notebooks in connection with both solid and fluid 
mechanics.
Ms I 44R T l D1
If a rocket of half a 'braccio' goes up 100, 
how much will raise a rocket of one 'braccio' 
and of equal cross-section ?
se j°  razo di mezo br si leua 100 quanto si
leuera j°  razo di j°  br essendo dequale 
grosseza.(Tl)
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Ms I 44V TI DI, T2 D3-4
This wheel rests with it weight on the line 
mn. Now I ask: where in this wheel, from 
the middle down, is more strained, and in 
what place, and why?
Questa rota si posa chol suo peso sopra la 
linja .m.n. hora io dimando in che locho la 
rota dal mezo in giu dura piv faticha e quanto 
e in che parte e perche chausa. (Tl)
I ask in what place will the circle bulge. dimando in cho il cierchio se ingobbera.
(T2)
I f one examines D3, 4, the meaning ofT2 becomes evident: Leonardo considers two rings, of 
metal perhaps, one lying on the floor and the other suspended from a cord or string and 
wonders how they will deform under their own weight, assuming that they are highly 
deformable. In a way all this are what we would call theoretical questions considered in 
connection with the technical problem of the wheel in Tl D l. This is related to other studies of 
deformation by Leonardo [see Macagno M 1987,1989].
Ms I 45V D l
Flowing water. 
Bottom (deep?).
aqua corente, 
fondo.
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Ms I 59V Tl-2 D1
Of the proportions of motions, or 'potentie', 
or resistances.
If on a body which is penetrable or liquid we 
lay or throw two bodies of double weight but 
equal shape, I ask: which will sink more, the 
larger or the smaller?
de proportione di moti o potentie o 
resistentie.
se sopra vn corpo tenero o ljqujdo sara posatj
0 gittati 2 mobili di dopio peso e dequale 
figura domando quale si caciera piv in dentro
01 magiore ol mjnore. (Tl)
It will not penetrate more one than the other 
because each 'potentia' encounters an equal 
and opposite resistance in the contact area. It 
is true that I could consider that, comparing 
the cubes of which one is of octuple figure 
and weight than the other, I would see the 
larger as having four times the base of the 
smaller. Hence taking the fourth of the larger 
we get the base of the smaller. But that 
quantity which is over the base of the larger 
is twice as high than the smaller cube; hence 
the larger cube will sink twice as much.; 
hence ............
non andera piv lun ce laltro perche ognj 
potentia trova resistentia equale asse di 
contatto vero he chio mj potrej forse ridire
impero che il cubj di 8^ a figura e peso luno all 
altro il magiore a di basa 4 tanti piv chel
mjnore onde togliendo la 4a parte della basa 
del magiore essa he hequale alla basa del 
mjnore ma essa quantità che sopra la basa del 
magiore he 2 tantj alta piv chel mjnore cubo e 
2 tantj si fichera adunque tutto il cubo
magiore chel mjre che di sub 2*° diamjtro al 
magore over latj. (T2)
n T I, 2, Leonardo considered two floating bodies, one is a cube which is double in linear 
dimensions than the other; this means that areas are in the ratio of 114 and volumes and weights 
in the ratio of 118. This surely helps in the efforts to interpret the obscure unfinished text T2. I 
think that what Leonardo tries to explain in the above passage is why one body will not sink 
relatively more than the other.
Similar situations are presented in Ms L 65 R and Ms M 58R, at least from the point of view of 
two bodies (one being double in linear dimensions than the other) which act on a third body.
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Ms I6 0 R  DI
Bottom
Tuff
Sand
Mud
fondo
tufo
rena
fango
Ms I 60 V TI DI, T2-3 D2
I ask why the water creeps up through a heap 
of powder.
One can fight a water flow more permanently 
with other water flows.
If the line .a.n. breaks in .g., make the line 
.n.m. such that it impacts in .f. and breaks 
such a flow. But do not make it too strong, 
so that the rebound cause no damage. Or, 
proceed as in the case of the obliquity  
(transverse wave?) hr with other obliquities 
which compensate, as .n.f. and .a.S. do.
dimando perche lacqa monta su per ja monte 
di poluere.(Tl)
al moto dell acqua si contradicie con altri moti 
dacqua piv ettemalmente. (T2) 
se la linja .a.n ronpe in .g. fa la linja .n.m. 
che bàtterà in .f. e ronpera tale corso ma no 
Ila fare si potente acco chel balzo non facci 
nocimento O ttu fa come nela obliqujta .h.r. 
altre obliqujta che ristorino come he in .n.f. 
he .a.S. (T3)
The principle enounced in T2 is full o f wisdom, and finds a more eloquent expression in the Ms 
C [see, for instance MsC 24V Tl, IIHR Monograph 104, Macagno 1988e]. The application 
described above in T2, 3 D2, 3 is less clear. As in the Ms C, I find here that it is difficult to 
determine whether Leonardo is referring to flow of water or to waves. I believe that when he 
says 'linja’ he is talking of waves, but he seems to be confusing wave motion and water motion 
[i., e. propagation o f form and displacement o f substance; see, e.g., Ms C T7, Macagno 
1988e]. I have rendered 'linja' as "line" as I did in the Ms C; I think that Leonardo thought that 
this was a flow, but in fact he was seeing transverse waves! I believe that Leonardo used here' 
obliqujta' in the same way as 'linja', and therefore I opted for an English word that sounds very 
much the same, but I believe that he meant flow.
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Ms I 61R TI D2, D1
I ask whether the motion of the stone directly 
along a line will be equal to that with 
reflections; i.e. before rebound and after 
rebound.
domando sei moto fatto dalla pietra per 
continvata linja fia equale a cquello moto che 
ssara per linja refressa cioè in anzi al balzo e 
dopo il balzo.(Tl)
/  tried to reflect the inconsistencies of the original in my rendition. The sketch D2 does not help 
because it compares motions which are not comparable. The straight path suggests a motion 
like that o f a billiard ball (i.e. horizontal and straight) while the second path is made of a 
succession o f parabolas with impacts in between with important dissipation of energy. I would 
conjecture that Leonardo wanted to consider the velocity of a ball arriving at a point of impact 
directly or after some impacts and rebounds.
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Ms I 61V T1 D1
Where three flows meet there will be 
generated sudden depth because the water 
goes up and acquires weight (first) and then 
swift motion which breaks as it impacts the 
bottom.
dove 3 acque si sconteranno insieme ivi 
nassciera subita profondità perch elle salzano 
e acquastan peso e poj moto con vementia il 
quale si ronpe nel perchotere che heso fa 
sopra il fondo. (Tl)
Ms I 62R T l DI, T2 D2
If the bottom of the river which is scoured is 
deeper in the middle, the water will converge 
from the sides toward the middle going up 
before falling.
If the flowing river comes upon an obstacle, 
the water will jump up and the place impacted 
by its fall will become a (scour)hole.
se il fondo del letto del fiume donde laequa 
ruina sara cavo in mezo laequa che dai lati si 
move dirizerassi a esso mezo e ssalzera 
avanti che chagia. (Tl)
sei fiume corente sintopera in qualche scoglio 
essa sbalzerà in alto el loco percosso dalla 
sua caduta si fara di natura di pozzo. (T2)
Here begins (or ends?) in this manuscript a long series o f passages (text and drawings) on 
fluvial and canal hydraulics. I have decided to reserve my general comments for a section in the 
introductory pages that are a part of each of these monographs. In this way I will not disperse 
my remarks and avoid repetition o f some comments. Only if the passage is exceptionally 
interesting shall I  exempt myself from this self-imposed restriction.
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Ms I 62V T2-4 Dl-2
Water or some other liquid.
Millet or sand or something discontinuous.
I want to know how much force and weight 
is exerted on all the sides of two containers 
by things contained in them; i.e., what is the 
difference between the weight on the bottom 
and that on the walls, although all the weight 
rests on the bottom.
acqua o altra cosa liqujda.(T2)
miglio o rena o alra cosa disontinua. (T3)
io voglio sapere quanta forza e peso fano le 
cose contenute da 2 vasi in tutti i lati de uasi 
cioè che differentia e dal peso ce ricieve il 
fondo e quanto le pariete benché tutto il peso 
si carica sul fondo. (T4)
We have here another example of the analogical approach of Leonardo. Side by side he has 
described two containers one with liquids and one with seeds or sand, or some other granular 
material. One could say that granular materials and liquids are less analogical in statics than in 
dynamics, and it would be interesting to determine to what extent Leonardo perceived this 
difference. It does not take sophisticated experimentation to realize this difference, and 
Leonardo obviously did enough experiments with both kinds of materials to have perceived it; 
but so far I have not found any expression of such knowledge, although I have surely looked 
for it.
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Ms I 67V T1 D l, T2 D2-3
If the obstacle in the river reaches above the 
waters and divides its course, which after the 
obstacle becomes one again, then the area 
which is between the obstacle and the reunion 
of the waters will be a place where the sand is 
deposited.
But if the obstacle is covered by the flowing 
waters and divides them only in the lower 
part, the water flowing over it will fall after it 
and will scour at its foot, and it will overturn 
it. The water, which erodes at such low 
level, turns in vortices below and above, 
because the two waters divided by the 
obstacle as they flow together suddenly 
impede the way to the (overflowing?) water.
se llo scoglio del flume superera e diujdera il 
corso dell acqa la quale dopo esso scoglio i 
ricongivnga allora lo intervallo che ssi ruova 
infra llo scoglio e 11a ricongiuntione dell acqa 
sara locho dove si scarichera sabbia. (Tl)
ma sse llo scoglio che diujde il corso delle 
acque solamente nelle parti di sotto sara 
coperto dall acque corente lacqua che lli passa 
di sopra cadera dopo esso e cavera a sua 
piedi e llo fara voltare e llacqua che ruina in 
tal basseza rigira revertiginosamente tra 
ssotto e ssopra perche la richongivntione 
delle gia 2 diuise acque dallo scoglio non 
lasscia subito scorere lacqua a ssuo viago. 
(T2)
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Ms I 68R T l, T2-4
Any continuous natural motion desires to 
maintain its course along the line of its origin; 
that is, in any place where it varies it 
challenges its trend (?).
The above described motion occurs in the 
river flow. Rivers always fight against and 
erode anything that opposes the straight path 
of their course.
ognj moto nnaturale e continvo desidera 
conseruare suo corso per la linja del suo 
prencipio eoe in qualunce loco esso si uaria 
domando principio. (Tl)
Questo moto sopra detto acchade nel corso de 
fiumj i qualj senpre conbattono e consumano 
quanlunque cosa si contrapone alla rettitudine 
del loro corso. (T2)
But if the rivers were straight with uniform 
width, depth and slope, you will find that in 
each degree of motion the river would acquire 
a degree of velocity.
Hence, since there is change or variety of 
slope, there will be variety of course. And 
where (the river) does not flow with uniform 
width it may become deeper. If it has 
uniform slope but it becomes wider, it will 
flow slower. Hence the waters which 
wanted to flow straight and become faster in 
each step of their course, as they find the 
places where they flow wider and deeper, 
they will slow down and erode the bottom 
and the banks.(!)
Ma sse fivmj fussino diritti chonn equale 
largeza e profondità e obliqujta tu troveresti 
che in ognj grado di moto esso 
acqujssterebbe gradi di uelocita. (T3)
onde sendo in esso mvtatione over varietà di 
obliqujta e vi fia varietà di corso e dove 
manco corre in equele latitudine piv si 
profonda in equele obliqujta dove piv sallarga 
piv si tarda onde laeque che desideravano 
diritto corso e in ognj parte di moto farsi piv 
veloce trovando i logi donde passa piv largh 
e profondi essa si tarda e ronpe 1 fondo e 
largini. (T4)
There are a few inconsistencies which I did not try to correct, although it is obvious that they 
are not of great importance. The only serious one is that if the waters become sluggish they 
would erode bottom and banks (see end ofT4).
I could not make a good conjecture about why Leonardo would say this, unless he was thinking 
of such a reach becoming open to strong attack in certain places in periods of high waters.
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Ms I 68V T l-2 DI - 69R T1 D1
The motion of the jump of the water will be 
faster than that of the impacting water when 
the latter is mixed with much air.
il moto del risaltamento dell acqa sara piv 
veloce che quello della perchussione quando 
laequa che percote fia molto mista coll aria. 
(68 V Tl)
The water that issues with 'inpeto' from its 
sluice-gate, again on the ground, the faster it 
flows, the more it becomes.............
This vortex (flow) digs in the bottom all its 
cavity and the bottom.
laequa che esscie con jnpeto dalla sua caterata 
novamente sopra del terreno quanto piv si 
move piv si fa. (68V T2)
questo retroso cava nel suo fondo tutta la 
grotta e 1 fondo. (69RT1)
I have distributed the material from 68V - 69R on this and the following pages, because there 
are two different topics which are spread on the two folios. I do not believe that the text in 69V 
is really continued somewhere else, although some notions about compressed air are found in 
both 69V and in 69R.
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Ms I 68V T3 - 69R T2-3 D2-3
Wind passage
Because air can be compressed, and then the 
more it is compressed the more it weighs 
within the rest of the air, the air is heavier and 
gives more impact on its object. This can be 
seen in the winds which, coming from a wide 
place, are forced to flow through a narrow 
gorge in the mountains; if they would not 
have open space above, not many things 
would resist before them.
transito di vento. (69R T2) 
perche laria si può priemere e quanto piv si 
prieme piv pesa infra llaltra aria e cquanto piv 
pesa magiore percussione da nel suo obietto 
come si vede ne venti e ssono costretti di 
gran largura a passare per na gola di 
montagnja stretta che sse non avessino aperto 
di sopra no Ili re()iereben t( )e cose dinanzi. 
(69R T3)
But, (as the air) can very easily flow upward 
because the spaces between mountains are 
wide (above?) and narrow below, the wind 
naturally escapes upward. Remember that 
Augustus in Gaul, offered a vote, and 
dedicated a temple, to the wind Circius, 
because a similar 'inpeto' make him lose his 
army.
Ma potendo esalare di sopra e con gran 
facilita perche son larghi lintervallj de monti e 
sse()tti di sotto volentierie facilmente il uento 
si fugie alla in su vedi che agusto fece voto in 
gallia al uento cirtius perche per un simjle 
impeto ebbe a perdere il suo esercito e Ili 
fecie vn tenpio. (68V T3)
/  believe that D2, in 69R, is a sketch which illustrates what happens to an air flow which is 
forced to go through a narrow passage. I am not sure of what is represented by D3; perhaps a 
sketchy plan view of a narrow passage?
We know today that winds do not attain velocities so great that compressibility effects become 
so important as to affect the density in the extreme way that Leonardo believed possible. 
Density is certainly a function of pressure, but what it is not an easy matter is to estimate how 
important an effect may be in connection with the dynamical behavior of fluids.
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Ms I 69V T1 D1
The water will rebound much higher, in 
violent motion, than its jump down. This 
will be caused by the air pockets included in 
the water. The air, after resurfacing and 
floating as bubbles on the water goes back to 
the place of impact and is resubmerged by 
such impact. Hence, such air finds itself 
surrounded by water that pushes it and water 
that impacts it; i.e. subjected to pressure and 
percussion, and thus all of a sudden breaks 
the water covering it and shoots out like a 
thunderbolt issuing from a cloud. Thus, this 
air comes out from the water carrying with 
itself some of that water which covered it.
laequa saltera molto piv alta chella sua caduta 
per moto violente el quale sara cavsato dall 
aria che ssi trova inclusa infra Ile vessciche 
delle acque la quale poi che resurta e nota in 
ne sonagli sopra dell acqua la quale 
ritornando all loco della percussione fia di 
novo da ttale percussione risomersa onde 
trovandosi tale aria rinchiusa infra achqua 
chella sospinge e cquella che Ila percuote 
essendo da ttal furore e perchussione restretta 
subito ronpe laequa che le facea coperchio e 
come saetta vsscita de nuvgolj cho tale arja 
essce dell acqua portando consecho parte dell 
aria che prima la copriva. (Tl)
In T I, 'sonaglio' is a term that is used in other places together with drawings of floating air 
bubbles o f hemispherical shape [see Codex Atlanticus 556R; Macagno 1989f]. I have some 
doubts about the air that 'ssi trova inclusa infra le vessciche delle acque', because here 
Leonardo does not seem to indicate an air entrainment process. The air that would be entrained 
would be that of the 'sonagli' only. The analogy of the air escaping from the water as a 
thunderbolt seems a little exaggerated! However, Leonardo seems to have believed in a 
mechanical explanation for some electrical meteorological phenomena, and in such a context, 
the analogy seems justified.
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Ms I 70R T1 D l, T2 D2
Of flow?
The water flowing in a narrow channel which 
at some place becomes wider, becomes all of 
a sudden thinner and faster because if finds a 
slope and therefore it flows swiftly. And 
with the newly initiated course takes aim at 
the foot of its bank and impacts it. After this 
percussion turns upward and with vortical 
motion goes along scouring the base of the 
bank until it returns to the top level, The 
scouring results in the shape of the hull of a 
boat, beginning and ending narrow while in 
the middle is wide and deep.
scatorire
laequa che per istreto canale mette in alcuna 
parte deso piv larga subito si fa piv sottie e 
piv veloce perche truova declinatione onde si 
move forte e chol comjnciato corso si diriza 
al pie della sua argine e quella percote dopo la 
qual percussione si rivolta in su e co moto 
revertiginoso va raspando il fondamento dell 
argine insino a ttanto che ritorna in alto e ttal 
raspamento fia di figura di carena di nave 
comjnciando e finendo stretta e nel mezo 
profonda e llarga. (Tl)
The bend a will always cause damage to the 
bank in b The coarse gravel will stay at 5, 
and the fine one after that, and after the sand, 
and the silt and the wooden debris, roots and 
leafs, which will settle as it will be 
established in general propositions.
il cobbo .a. senpre fara minare largine in .b. 
e Ila giara grossa rimarra in S e Ila mjnvta e 
poi la rena e poi la lita e poj i legnjamj e radici 
e ffoglie rimara doue si dira in generali 
proposition]. (T2)
The word at the very top right-hand side corner o f this page: 'scatorire' stroke me as an 
expression for the need any fluid-mechanicist has for a word to express what in English is 
meant by 'flow'. During my years o f student and teacher using the Spanish language. I 
introduced 'flujo', because I was not happy with other words like 'escurrimiento'. I used also 
the verb 'fluir’ instead of 'escurrir'. In Italian, I have noticed that hydraulicians at least did not 
make use o f 'flusso'. In German I found 'Strómung' rather than 'flow'; and Fluid Mechanics 
was called "Stròmungslehre". I  believe that Leonardo does not use anywhere else in his note 
the word 'scatorire' and continues to rely mainly on 'moto'. Here is a minor point perhaps, but 
one that deserves to be researched: why we do not boldly introduce the words that describe 
better the phenomena we study and observe?, and if the words are not there, why not to invent 
them.?
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Ms I 70V T1 D l, T2 D2
Where the water flow becomes fast its 
'inpeto' does not allow to predict the different 
shapes of the bottom.
ab is along an inclined line across the river 
and because of it the falling water impacts 
and erodes the bank underneath in the shape 
of a cave.
doue laequa si fa veloce il suo inpeto no 
lascia conoscere i casi de vari fondi. (TI )
.a.b. sta per linja obliqua in traverso al fiume 
e per i laequa cadente percote e cava soto 
largine in figura di grotta. (Tl)
Ms I 71R T l Dl
Here appear the boils (turbulence ?) or jumps 
in the middle of the superior vortices, and it 
is asked whether the motion of the vortices is 
born from a flow against the impact of the 
water which is lower than in any other 
neighboring part; or if it is the push of the 
flowing water in the middle of the water 
surface the one which, impacting on the rest 
of the water, raises it, and makes those hills 
that afterward the rest of the water turns 
toward the inflow into its 'pelago'; or if the 
water impacted and pushed by the flowing 
water springs up and rebounds at the place 
where the flow................
qui nasscie i bolloij over risaltameli dacqa in 
mezzo de superiori retrosi e ssi domande se 1 
moto de ritrosi nasscie per correre in verso la 
percussione dell acqua eh e piv bassa che in 
alcun altra vicina parte overo che lo 
sspingiere dell acqua corente nel mezo della 
largeza della superfitie sia quella che 
percotendo nell altre acque le alzi e ffacia tale 
colle cheli altra acqua poj tomj in verso 
lentarata sua nel pelago overo sell acqua 
percossa dall altra acqua corente e premvta 
scizi e risalti nel loco donde la corente. (Tl)
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Ms I 72V Tl-3
Beginning of the book on water.
'Pelago' is called what has a wide and deep 
shape with waters with slow flow. Whirl­
pool is like a 'pelago' except for a difference 
in some place, i.e., that the waters entering 
the 'pelago' do not produce an impact, 
while those entering the whirl-pool do so 
with great falls and boilings and agitation 
produced by the continuous eddies of the 
water.
River is that which occupies the lowest part 
of the valleys and flows all the time. Torrent 
is that which flows only during the rainy 
season and that gathers in the low parts of the 
valleys and feeds the rivers. Canal is said of 
the waters regulated between man-built banks 
Sources is said of the origins of the rivers. 
'Argine' is that which because of sudden 
elevation prevents the widening of rivers, 
canals and torrents. 'Ripa' is higher than 
'argine', and 'riva' is lower. Beach is the 
lowest boundary for the water.
Lake is where the waters of the river become 
very wide. Marshes are stagnant waters.
principio del libro dell acque 
pelago e detto quello il quale ha ffigura larga 
e profonda nel quale laeque stanno con poco 
moto gorgo e di natura di pelago saluando la 
uariatione dalcuna parte e cquesto e che llacue 
che entrano nel pelago sono sanza 
percussionj e cquelle del gorgo sono cho 
gran cadute e ribollimenti e surgimentj fattj 
dalle continve revoluitione delle acque (72V 
Tl)
fiume e quello che possiede il sito della piv 
bassa parte delle vallj e corre continvamente 
torrente e quello che corre sol per le piogge e 
acora luj si riduce nelle basseze delle vallj e 
sacconpagnja co fiumj canale si dice alle 
acque regolate infra aregine per umano aiuto 
fontj e detto ai nasscimenti de fiumj argine e 
cquella con sua subta alteza contrasta allo 
allargamento de fiumj e canalj e torrentj ripa 
ria piv alta che largine riva fia piv bassa che 
largine spiagia sia nel ultima basseza de lochi 
che ttermjnano cho laque. (72V T2)
Lago e quello doue laeque de fiumj pigliano 
gran largeze paduli sono acque morte (72V 
T3)
This is the beginning of a long text spreading over three pages of the Ms I, beginning in 72V 
and ending in 71V. It contains many definitions and a long list o f terms under the title 
‘Principio del libro dellacque'. For some terms, I have chosen to give them in their original 
language.
I found 'argine', 'riva', 'ripa' in Dante's Inferno (respectively in Canto XXI, 136, Canto 
XXX, 18, Cantos XXIII, 4$, XXXI, 61, for example). By the way, there is much more fluid 
mechanics in the Inferno than in Paradiso.! [Camerini, 1870.]
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Ms I 72V T4 - 72R Tl-3
Caves are cavities in the banks of the rivers 
dug out by their currents. They are long in 
the direction of the flow, they are somewhat 
deep, they are hidden near the base of the 
banks, and they become narrow near the ends 
of their length. Caverns are like ovens going 
deep under the banks, in which the waters 
strongly rotate and constantly enlarge them. 
Pits are the sudden depths of the rivers.
grotte sono cave fatte nell argine de fiumj dal 
cor/so de fiumj queste anno lungeza per la 
linja del corso delle acque anno alquanto di 
profondità e anocora si caciano sotto il 
fondamento dell argine e vano mancando di 
lor figura verso li stremj della lor lungeza 
caverne sono a vso di fomj entranti forte 
sotto largine nelle quali laeque forte si 
ragirano e senpre lacrescano pozzi sono le 
subite profondità de fiumj.(72V T4 - 72R 
Tl)
Ponds are expanses or pools of running or 
rain waters which have impermeable and 
compact beds such that the earth cannot 
absorb or drain such waters.
Chasms are also places of sudden depth 
Gales are water storms. Sources and springs 
are effluxes of water, but one comes from 
below up, while the other has only lateral 
motion as it comes down from some cafe. 
Submersion indicates the things that sink into 
the water. Intersection of waters is when one 
river cuts another
stagnj son lochi over riciettj dacque scolative 
o piovane che per essere i lor fondi stagnj e 
densi la tera non po bere ne assciugare tale 
acque. (72R T2)
baiatri sonn ancora lochi di subita profondità 
procielle sono tempesta di acque polulamentj 
e ssurgimenti sono nascimenti dacque ma 
lluno vien di sotto in su e llaltro solamente a 
moto traversale che cade di qualche grotta 
somergiere sintende le cose eh entrano sotto 
laeque intersegatione dacque fia quando lun 
fiume sega altro. (72R T3)
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Ms I 72R T4 - 71V T1
Rebounding, jumping, saltation. 
Circulation. Turn, revolution. 
Wrapping around, tortuosity.
Turning round and round. 
Rebounding, jumping, saltation. 
Immersion Emersion.
Sloping down Sloping up (?).
Digging out Erosion.
Impact, percussion. Ruin, destruction. 
Descent. With impetus.
Vortices. Changes, variations. 
Friction. Waves.
Transverse waves. Boils, turbulence. 
Successive falls. Deceleration.
To flow. To pour.
Overflows, outpour, afflux (?)
Sinuous re-immersions (?).
Shiver, spasm (the water surface ?). 
Murmur. Strepitous noise. 
Flooding, accumulating (liquids). 
Resistance, obstruction. Landslides. 
Ebb and flow, influx and efflux.
risaltatione.
circulatione. revolutione.
ravoltamento.
ragiramento.
risaltamento.
somergimento. surgimento.
declinatione eleuatione
cavamento. consumamento.
percussione. ruinamento.
discienso. inpetuita*. (72R T4)
retrosi. vrtationj.
confregationj. ondationj.
rigamentj. bollimentj
ricascamentj. ritardamentj.
scatorire. versare,
ariversciamentj *. 
riatuffamentj. serpegianti *. 
rigore *.
mormorij. strepidi,
ringorgare. ricalcitratione.*
mine.
frusso e refrusso.(71V Tl)
I almost left all these terms in the original language; as Ravaisson-Mollien a century ago, but the 
thought that I have gone so much deeper in the study Leonardian fluid mechanics lured me into 
taking this risky step. I made a list of those terms which were already familiar to me because 
they have appeared in Leonardian documents which I have already studied. Rather few items 
were left that looked new to me; they are indicated by an asterisk.
I assumed that water flow was prevalent in Leonardo's mind, and that 'vementia', furiosita', 
'impetuosità', 'ricalcitratione', etc. were not be interpreted here in other ways than meaning 
some properties o f fluid flow and transport phenomena. To understand Leonardo the 
hydraulician, we should not forget that it is common even today to speak of "menacing or 
treacherous waters", or o f "dead water", or "dead wind". It is interesting to consult the 
Webster on the meaning of "dead water", also called "eddy water"!. I thought that perhaps it 
should have been called "deadly water" rather than "dead water". It is interesting that the 
Spanish "aguas muertas" is much closer to Leonardo's 'acque morte' than the English "dead 
water".
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Ms I 71V T2
Shattering. Chasm.
Caverns in the banks or cliffs. 
Eddies, vortices.
Precipice. Overflows, afflux.
Tumult, disturbance. Confusion. 
Stormy landslide, destruction. 
Equality (?) Uniformity.
'aratione di pietre'.
Impact, shock, blow. Boiling. 
Submersion of superficial waves. 
Deceleration. Breaking.
Branching. Split, opening. 
Celerity. Vehemence, swiftness. 
Violence (mechanical) With impetus. 
Confluence, convergence. Slope. 
Mixing. Turn, revolution.
Successive falls To make jump.
Bank erosion (?), destruction (?). 
Make obscure, confused, misty.
conquassamentj. balatij.
spelonche delle ripe.
reuertigine.
precepitj. reversciamentj.
tomvlto. confusionj.
mine tempestose.
equationj.* .equalita.
aratione di pietre *.
vrtamento. bollorj.
somergimenti dell onde, superfitialj. 
retardamentj ronpimentj.
diujdimentj. aprimentj.*
celerità. vementia.
furiosita. impetuosità,
concorso.* declinatione.
conmjstamento. revolutione.
cascamenta. sbalzamento.
conrusione * dargine 
confuscationj. (71V T2)
Among Leonardo's manuscripts, the Codex Hammer is perhaps the one that provides the 
student o f Leonardian Fluid Mechanics with more insight into his terminology. The above 
interpretations are mainly based in my knowledge of that codex. In a certain way, I have tried 
to summarize, as well as possible, what one could name " Leonardo's usage”. I believe that 
much remains to be done, and I hope that the work done for these two pages of the Ms I 
becomes the initial step o f a thorough study, by experts and not by generalists, of Leonardo's 
terminology in hydraulics and fluid mechanics.
Some o f the terms are also defined in the Ms I; see, e.g., what Leonardo says about 'bollori' 
and 'risalti' in 71R. Tl, or 'vementia' in 61V Tl. See also, the two terms (furibonda, baiatro) 
in Ms 1128R Tl.
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Ms I 73R T l-3 D1
If a cask contains wine 4 braccia high and 
ejects wine 4 braccia away, when the had 
descended ti the height of 2 braccia, will the 
cask eject wine through the same spigot 
(nozzle ?) over 2 braccia ? That is, whether or 
not the descent and the 'inpeto' of the reach 
of the nozzle decrease proportionally .
se vna botte ha in se il uino alto 4 br e gitta il 
ujno lontano da se 4 br Quando ill uino sara 
nel calare disciesso all alteza di 2 br della 
botte gittera ella il ujno per la medesima 
chanella ancora 2 br cioè sei calo ell enpito 
del gittare della cannella dimjnvisscie con 
equale proportione on no. (Tl)
And, if the cask is (initially) full and 
discharges through its nozzle 2 boccali per 
hour when the cask is half-full should, 
because of this reason, discharge only one 
boccale through the same nozzle.
This rule with all the other similar rules for 
water pouring out of nozzles must be 
gathered at the beginning of the devices so 
that one can proceed efficiently in testing of 
such devices.
e sse essendo la botte piena e ss enpieua per 
la sua cannella 2 boccalj per ora quando la 
botte fu meza e doueva a cquesta ragione 
enpiere vn sol bochale per ora colla 
medesima cannella che versava. (T2)
Questa regola con tutte laltre simjli dell acque 
che versano per condotto si debbe mettere nel 
principio delli strumentj per potere con piv 
regole prociedere meglio nelle prove di talj 
strumentj. (T3)
n T3 I have suggested that Leonardo was referring to a collection o f notes or a book on 
‘strumenti' or hydraulic devices, where the different findings should be collected. In this way 
one would have a good base for testing such devices, or for completing the proofs of the rules.
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Ms I 73V TI D2, D1
The (water)falls, or downward motions 
transverse to the river are the ones that break 
the bank, as it is shown in ab. Such a flow 
breaks the ground in f, takes away the large 
stones and deposits them in S, the small 
stones in h, the coarse soil or the sand in g.
Le cadute over motj cadentj di disciesa 
traversale al fiume e quella che ronpe largine 
come si dimostra in ab e detto moto ronpe in 
/  il tereno e levato e sscaricato le sue pietre 
grosse in S e Ile mjnorj in h el tereno grosso 
o rena in g. (Tl)
Ms I 74 R Tl DI
They will be dug out under the bank as 
sudden caverns or caves.
saranno chavate sotto largine a vso di subita 
caverna overo grotta. (Tl)
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Ms I 75R T3 D2 - 74V T1
If the (water)fall and the river are of equal 
width, the water that impacts the bottom will 
rebound and fall again along any line 
originating at the center of such upflow. As 
the flow goes away from such center, it 
becomes wider and part of it is along the 
course of the river; hence it becomes 
necessary that it branches in three equal 
motions with great erosion of the foot of the 
banks. This is so because the water 
descending from the height of the upflow 
falls obliquely toward the bottom; hence it 
gains impetus toward the base of the bank. 
And, because such descent follows in part the 
general course of the river, it develops a triple 
motion: one downward, one toward the bank 
and one along the course of the river. All 
three erode the foot of the bank removing at 
maximum rate for the given 'inpeto', 
because, if the river would flow along 
tangentially to the bank, it could find some 
stone that would protect somewhere a 
downstream reach of such bank, but our flow 
goes (here) downward toward the bottom, 
there goes toward the bank, and (also) 
downward in the direction of the river flow. 
In this way, each stone is impacted by three 
different motions from three different sides. 
Hence, if the earth is apt to be eroded, it is 
inevitable that it be damaged in short time.
sse Ila caduta sara dequale largeza del fiume 
laequa che percote il fondo risalterà e poi 
ricadera / per ognj linia partendosi dal cientro 
del surgimento e quanto piv disciende di tal 
surgimento piv salarga e parte si move per lo 
corso del fiume onde he neciessario ce facci 3 
motj i quali luno ellaltro e gran 
consumamento del pie dell argine perche 
quello che disciende dell alteza del 
surgimento si gitta in verso il fondo e perche 
tal disscienso he hobliquo esso acquista di 
moto in verso il fondo dell argine e perche 
esso disscienso seguita in parte lunjversale 
moto del fiume esso surgimento cade per 
disscienso triplicato per moto luno in giv 
laltro verso la riva laltro verso il corso del 
fiume e tutte 3 consumano il pie del argine 
per lo magiore leuamento che ffarsi possa per 
altretanto inpeto inpero che ssei fiume coressi 
di lungo cosstegiando tale argine esso 
potrebbe trovare qualche pietra che 
difenderebbe in alcuno logo vn pezo di tale 
argine dopo se ma questo tale moto va in giv 
in verso il fondo i la vero largine in basso 
verso il corso del fiume in modo che 
ciasscuna pietra e percossa da tre diuersi moti 
e da 3 diuersi latj onde
e neciessario che ssei tereno e atto a essere 
consumato che in brieve tenpo ruinj. (75 R 
T3, 74VT1)
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Ms I 75R T l-2 D1
Such depth occurs at the outlet of the narrow 
(reach) and at the entrance of the wide 
(reach).
fassi tale profondità nell uscire della strettura 
e entrare nel largo. (Tl)
When the general course of the rivers is 
narrowed down by leaving the valleys and 
entering the cuts in the mountains, the water 
accumulates in the wide portion and then it has a 
great fall and swift flow through such gorges of 
the mountains. And, beyond the middle of such 
constrictions, the river will make a great (scour) 
hole, and when it enters another wide place, its 
depth will diminish in proportion to the increase 
in width so that the flow be the same. And the 
said depth will be small after the water jump 
because the waters will deposit gravel under the 
maximum elevation of the water jump.
Quando il corso vnjversale de fiumj saranno 
ristrettj per lusscire delle valj e entrare per le 
tagliature de montj allora lacqa singorgera 
nella largura e ffara gran calo e moto per detta 
strettura di monti e passato il mezo di tale 
strettura fara gran concavita e rientrato poi 
alla largura mancera la profondità in tal 
proportione quanto cressciera la largura in 
modo e ffieno dequal corso e la profondità 
mancera che detta dopo il balzo .delle acque 
perche rienpiera di giara sotto la magiore 
eleuantjone del salto delle acque dette. (T2)
75R T3 D2 has been included with 74V in the preceding page of this monograph, because the 
text begins here and continues there.
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Ms I 75V Tl-2 D1
Small mill of Firenze.
This water, in its general flow downstream, 
makes a right-angle turn, but during floods 
it proceeds right ahead; the impact is so 
powerful that it removes the stones and 
carries them by rolling them over the beach 
formed by other stones. In this way, the 
water continuing its jump out of its surface 
deposits the pushed stones at the end of the 
heap. But when the flood recedes the water 
cannot flow over the heap of gravel and 
returns to its original course formed by the 
descent of the other water which overflows 
the dam and digs such hole (or channel ?) at 
the place where it falls.
molinuzo di Firenze. (Tl)
Questa hacqa nel suon disscienso vjnversale 
torce langolo retto ma nelle piene essa va a 
dirittura ella percussione he tanta potente che 
cavando porta i sassi col suo corso rotolando 
su per Ila spiagia delli altri sassi e cosi laequa 
seguitando il balzo fori della sua superflue 
lasci i sospinti sassi i nela stremjta del monte 
ma poi chel fondo overo le piene mancano 
lacqa non po passare il già fatto colle di 
ghiara onde si volta nel suo primo corso fato 
dalla caduta dell altra acqua che soprabonda 
alla pescaia che fa tale cavo nel locho dov ella 
cade. (T2).
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Ms I 76R Tl-5, Dl-4
So much it bounces as it impacts.
The paths of the bodies which impact 
together are reflected one in the other after 
impact, both for continuous quantity with 
continuous impact and for discrete quantity 
with discrete impact.
But if the discrete quantity is 6 times its 
concurrent, the jump of the one which is one 
sixth will be 6 times farther from the central 
line/g than the one of weight 6 times larger.
In the impact of continuous quantities the 
impacts are never all equal even if the water 
flows (?) are quite different.
But if in equal bodies the velocities or the 
motions before the impact were different 
there would surely be inequality.
tanto ne spicha quanto ne perchote.(Tl)
le linje de moti fatte da i corpi che insieme si 
percotano si transmutano luna nell altra dopo 
la detta percussione tanto in quantità continva 
con percussion continva come in quantità 
disscreta con percussion discreta. (T2)
Ma sse Ila quantità discreta fia 6 tanti della
sua concorente il balzo della sub 6*a sara 6 
tanti piv remota dalla linja media .f.g. che 
quella di 6 tanti peso. (T3)
E nella quantità continva di percussione non 
frano maj le percussione se non equalj benché 
i corpi mossi dell acque fusino moltj 
disequalj. (T4)
Ma se neli equalj corpi fia disequale velocita 
o disequale moto avanti la percussione 
ancora ci nassciera disequalita. (T5)
In T4,1 have chosen an interpretation suggested by the the sketches D2 and D4 . I do not see 
that there 'corpi mossi dell acque' other than the currents themselves.
This is one more place in which Leonardo uses analogical thinking in trying to find a unified 
description and analysis o f impacting bodies and impinging jets or nappes. There are very 
interesting experiments by Leonardo on impinging jets [Macagno 1982,1986a]. In fact, these 
are very original experiments which belong to the group of experiments which appear as highly 
supportive of the thesis of Leonardo being an experimentalist (See also Ms F 45V, 46R, 81R).
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Ms I 76V T l, T2-3 D1
Where one sees mounds emerging in flowing 
waters, bursting like boils, it is a sign of a 
great depth from which such boils rebound 
after the impact of the water against the 
bottom. Because of the velocity of its 
rebound, the water pierces and penetrates the 
surrounding water and turns toward the 
surface of the flowing water. The water 
moving with such protrusions which acquires 
weight escapes the basic flow and falls back 
again along any line to its center thus aiming 
again at the bottom.
dove si vede monti surgiere nell acqe corentj 
surgere a vso di bollorj juj e segnjo di gran 
profondità donde tali bollori risaltano dopo la 
percussione che ffa laequa sopra del fondo e 
per la velocita del suo balzo essa fora e 
penetra laltra acqua e ssi volta inverso la 
superfitie dell acqa che corre e cquella passa 
con detti surgimentj onde acquj stando peso 
mancha del primo corso e giv richade per 
ognj linja dintorno al suo dentro e riferisscie 
di novo verso il fondo. (Tl)
Of the figures and 'potentie' produced by one 
element as it penetrates into another
In this way will a mill be turned by the air 
falling within the fire, or the fire ascending 
through the air, and also the air ascending (?) 
in the water as the water falling (?) through 
the air, or the earth falling through the water. 
One must describe the 'potentie' and the 
resistances as well as the configurations 
obtained in these flows.
Delle figure che fa luno elemento a penetrare 
nell altro e di lor potenzie. (T2)
cosi volterà il molino laria cadente del foco 
chome il foco vssciendo dell aria e cosi laria 
cadente dell acqua come laequa dell aria e 
come la terra cadente dell acqua e debesi 
descrivere le qualità delle potentje re 
resistentie e ffigure ce fano nel transire. (T3)
In T2, 3 we find a sweeping generalization of all motions due to one element which has been 
transported into the midst o f another and let free. Leonardo visualizes such an element as 
capable of operating a mill without much regard for instabilities which he could only ignore for 
the sake of expressing an analogy embracing all the elements. His sketches seem to indicate 
that he was aware o f the differences [i.e., of the negative component of any analogy; see 
Macagno 1986c]
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Ms I 77R T2 D1
Why the boils are not continuous if the 
(water)falls are continuous?. The cause is 
that the water that runs above and falls has 
more velocity than the one that flows below, 
and when that from below erodes in some 
place and goes up, it does it with almost the 
same 'inpeto' toward the (water) surface. 
And sometimes prevails (this current) and 
crosses the water that flows above, and 
sometimes is overcome by that flow, and 
thus being in equilibrium in 'potentia' of 
flow, sometimes prevails one, sometimes the 
other.
perche i bollori non sono continvi essendo le 
cadute continve la cava e che llacuqa che cala 
e corre di sopra e piv leloce che quella che 
chore di sotto e quando quella di sotto ruina 
in qualche tonba ella si leva quasi chol 
medesimo inpeto verso la superfitie e alcuna 
volta vincie e passa lacqua che corre di sopra 
e alcuna volta e vinta da cquella e cosi stando 
in bilancja per potentia di moto alcuna volta 
vincie luna e alcuna volta laltra. (T2)
T2 contains a discussion which is very close to the basic notion of one o f the modern 
considerations about instability. I f we have balance ('in bilancia'), i.e., equilibrium (static or 
dynamic), a disturbance may be able to throw the behavior of a mechanical system into one or 
another path.
In T2,1 could have introduced some changes in order to correct what I believe were errors in 
writing, but I was not that confident that I was interpreting Leonardo accurately. I believe that 
he wanted to say that the flow downward, due to the waterfall after eroding the bottom, comes 
up with somewhat less momentum than when going down, but still enough to produce the 
boils.
Tl, not shown here, is the end of 77V T2.
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Ms I 77V T l, T2 - 77R T l D1
What is the difference when flowing water 
impacts its boundaries, as beaches, or banks, 
or another water (i.e. when it passes through 
stagnant or flowing water). And one must 
also note the difference for a river to come 
upon different kinds of bottom, i.e., rock or 
earth, or tuff, or clay, or sand, or mud, or 
stagnant water or flowing water, transversely 
or obliquely or in opposition, along the same 
line with same water, i.e., along the 
(center)line of the same course but slower or 
faster, or with less or more slope.
che diferentia fa lacqa ne sua corsi da 
perchotere i sua latj in ispiagia o in argine o 
in altra acqua cioè a passare per vna acqua 
morta o acqa corrente in traverso. E ancora 
si de notare che diferentia e da issbochare un 
fiume sopra diuerse nature di fondo cioè 
sasso o tterra o tufo o creta o rena o fango o 
acqua morta o acqua corrente in trauerso o 
per obliquo o incontro o per la medesima 
linja con medesima acqua cioè per la linja del 
medesimo corso ma piv tarda o piv veloce 
che quela che perchuote o piv piana o piv 
obliqua. (77VT1)
Of vortices.
I ask why the impact of the water in the water 
makes lines (waves?) of circular vortical 
motions and does not jump directly as the 
water that impacts its shores and banks.
de retrosi
dimandasi perche la perchussione dell acqua 
infra llacqa fa linje di moti circolari retrosi e 
non salta diritto come laltra. / che batte nelle 
rive e argine sue. (77V T2 - 77R Tl)
Note that 77VR Tl DI is the continuation of 77V T2.
The text 77VT2 - 77R Tl may be related to a detail in 86V D1 where the first jet falls into the 
pool o f water and makes waves around it. The phenomenology of jets falling into a pool is 
complex, and many different configuration result from such an impact. Leonardo depicted a 
number o f such configurations in his notebooks, both in plan views and in longitudinal cross- 
sectional views. My experiments have shown that most o f them are quite realistic [Macagno 
1975-85].
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Ms I 79R Tl-3 - 78V T1
The materials lighter than water do not follow 
the pattern of the protuberances and 
intersections of (the waves of ?) the water, 
rather they move across its course or close to 
the components (?), if hey are at the inlet of 
the courses and are only acted upon by equal 
pressures. Because, when the right-hand 
side wave of the protuberance meets the left- 
hand side wave, being they of equal 
'potentia', the place of impact must be with 
equal retrograde protuberance; hence, the 
things floating on the water which arrive to 
such place remain on their path, since they 
are not under more pressure from one impact 
than from the other. (Different is the case) if 
one wave is of more ’potentia" than the other 
regarding velocity of flow; the greater or 
smaller size (?) of water does not matter. Let 
us say that one water is one half in size the 
other but twice in velocity; then when such 
waters come together they are of equal 
magnitude of contact as it is proven in the 
'terza del quinto’. Assuming the larger to be 
of one 'braccio quadro" and the smaller one 
half, the smaller impacts the large only on 
one half of it, and the larger impacts the 
smaller only with half of itself; hence the 
contacts during impact are equal in quantity 
but unequal by double 'potentia' because one 
has twice the velocity of the other. And thus 
the floating body will be pushed away from 
its path with proportional deviation.
le cose legieri piv che llacqa non seguitano il 
corso della risaltatione e intersegatione dell 
acqua anzi passano per lo mezo dello suo 
corso o vicino a Ile parti secondo chessi 
trovorono nell entrare dessi chorsi e non sono 
inpedite se nonon con equalj sosspinte perche 
se londa desstra della risaltatione si scontra 
nella sinjstra e gli e neciessario se le sono 
dequal potentia chel locho della percussione 
sia con equale risaltatione indirieto onde le 
cose che in tal loco sopra lacqa si movevano 
non nessendo sospinte piv dall una che dall 
altra percussione si rasstano nella medesima 
linja del corso. Ma se lluna pontentia dell 
onda sara magio che llaltra eoe per velocita di 
corso non in tento potentia per magiore / soma 
dacqua perche s un acqua fussi bene di mjnore 
grosseza che laltra non fa caso diciamo che vn
acqua sia di sub2*a grosseza a vna ltra e 
chessa sia poi di doppia vellocita perche esse 
acque scontrandosi insieme sono dequal 
grandeza nel contatto come provaj nella 3a del
5° essendo la magiore vn br quadro e Ila 
mjnore vn mezo la mjnore non percoto la 
magiore se non nella sua meta e cosi la 
magiore percote la mjnore colla sua meta onde 
i contatti fatti dalle perchussionj sono equalj in 
quantità e disequalj per dupla potentia per lo 
dopio veloce eh e alluna all altra. E cosi la 
cosa notante sara sospinta della retta linja del 
suo corso con proportionevole torcimento. 
(79RT1-3-78V Tl)
Note that the text, which is about waves, floating bodies, and vortices, is spread over three 
pages of the Ms I, in reverse order of the page numbering.
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Ms I 78V T2 - 78R T l, 79R T2 D1
Of vortices.
The vortices are sometimes motions (?) 
induced in the midst of a great stream of 
water, which become larger the closer they 
are to the end of the stream. They are (also) 
generated in the surface by waters which 
flow backward after the impact they make on 
the faster stream; because the front of such 
impacted waters, by being fast, immediately 
transfers its velocity to the slow waters. 
Hence that water which is adjacent and 
attached behind is forcefully entrained and set 
in motion by the other. Hence, all the water 
one after the other, in succession, would 
rotate with such velocity, but such stream 
could not receive this if it were not already 
higher; all this being impossible, it is 
necessary that the waters turn back (around ?) 
and dissipate in themselves such fast motion. 
Hence, with several circulations, such 
vortices dissipate the initial 'inpeti', They do 
not stay put because as they turn they are 
transported by the 'inpeto' of the water 
(flow) while preserving their configuration. 
Thus, they accomplish two motions: one 
inherent which is their own rotation, another 
of transport by following the course of the 
water which at the same time unmakes them.
Tell me which vortices are wide below and 
not above.
de ritrosi
I retrosi so alcuna volta molti che mettano i 
mezo vn gran corso dacqua e quanto piv 
sapressano al fine del corso piv son grandi e 
ssci creano in superfine per lacqe che ttonano 
in dirieto dopo / la perchussione eh esse fano 
nel corso piv veloce perche sendo le fronti di 
tale acque percosse dal moto veloce essendo 
esse pigre subito si trasmutano in detta 
velocita onde quela acqua che dirieto le 
contingiente e apichata e tirata per forza e 
disuelta dell alta onde tutta si volterebe 
suciessiuamente luna dirieto all altra con tal 
uelocita di moto se non fussi che ttal corso 
primo no Ile po ricievere se già non 
salzassino di sopra a essa e cquesto non 
potendo essere e neciessario che ssi voltino 
in dirieto e connsumjno in se medesimo talj 
veloci motj onde con uarie circulationj dette 
retrosi si vano consumando i principiati inpetj 
e none stano fermj anzi poj che sso gieneratj 
cosi girando sono portati dall inpeto dell 
acqua nella medesima figura onde vengano a 
ssare 2 moti luno fa in se per la sua 
revoluitione laltro fa seguitando il corso dell 
acqua che lo transporta tanto che lo disfa. 
(78VT2-78RT1)
dimj qualj retrosi sono larghi di sotto e non di 
sopra. (79R T2)
In this attempt o f Leonardo to deal with the difficult (even today) subject o f the generation of 
vortices, I decided that most probably he meant 7 retrosi sono alcuna volta moti. . . . ' (See 
second line of78v T2).
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Ms I 79V T1 Dl?
How any motion either continuous or 
discreet, regardless of how fast it may be, 
will loose its path due to a transverse motion.
come ognj moto o chontinvo o disscreto per 
veloce che sia sara inpedito la sua linja da 
picholo moto traversale. (Tl)
Ms I 80V Tl-2
The air that is enclosed and submerged near 
the water surface, by water with slow 
motion, returns and escapes with little 
'inpeto' carrying a mantle of water, which 
being of weight equal to that of such air, 
rermains over it in the shape of a semi­
sphere.
laequa che con poco moto rinciude pocho 
sotto sua superflue laria che con seco si 
somergie con poco inpeto torna fori della 
superflue portando con seco tale vesta dacqa 
che essendo dequale peso a essa aria sta 
sopra di lej in forma di meza figura spericha. 
(Tl)
But if such air is immersed with inpeto, it 
returns violently out of the water. Because of 
the length of the motion of the air under the 
water it is under the pressure of the water 
weight, it jumps out of the water, and with 
'inpeto' breaks the surface, and flows with 
straight path like the wind of a bellows 
flowing through the air. (This air) does not 
stay as the first floating over the water 
surrounded by a surface layer.
ma lie ttale aria e ssomersa con jnpeto essa 
toma con furia fori dell acqua per la lungeza 
del moto fatto sotto laequa e premvta dal suo 
peso e ssalta fori dell acqua e con jnpito 
speza la superflue e disorre con retto corso a 
vso di vento vsscito di mantache che scorra 
infra laria e cosi non riman come la prima 
notante sopra dell acqua vestita della sua 
superflue. (T2)
In other notes, Leonardo has called 'sonagli' (e.g. the Codex Hammer and the Codex 
Atlanticus) these air bubbles floating on the surface of water [see Macagno 1988a and 1989f 
IIHR Monographs 101 and 110]. I have performed experiments with this kind of bubbles at the 
laboratories o f the Institut fur Hydromechanik Universitdt Karksruhe [Macagno 1975-85]. 
Leonardo's description is generally confirmed by my experiments (See also Ms 169R).
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Ms I 81R TI DI, T2 D2
On how all the air that re-emerges from the 
water does not remain on the surface, but, 
because of the 'inpeto', it is entrained by the 
vortices of the water and re-immersed.
come tutta laria che resurge coll acqa non 
resta in superfitie anzi per linpeto si 
risomergie di novo infra lie revoluitionj delle 
acque. (Tl)
On how the motions of the water within 
water are not coerced to move more along a 
straight line but along a curved path, and after 
the desired resurgence are not coerced to 
stagnation; on the contrary, they fall down 
and with vortical motion they accompany the 
flow of the river until they discharge the air 
together with themselves at the surface of the 
'pelago'.
Place of rebound.
Place of impact.
come i moti dell acque infra lie altre acque 
non sono costretti a moversi piv per linja retta 
che curua e dopo la desiderata resurgitjone 
non son costrette a riposo anzi ritornano in 
basso e co moto revertiginoso si vano 
aconpagniando col corso del fiume per insino 
a ttanto che sscaricano laria rinchivsa insieme 
con secho alla superfitie del pelago, 
sito della risaltatione 
sito della percussione. (T2)
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Ms I 81V T1 D l, T2 D2
If the water influx into the 'pelago' is of 
circular shape, the scour hole in its bottom 
will be moon-shaped, receiving the gravel in 
its body, i.e. between the two horns of such 
figure.
I ask whether the current will make a bend, 
whether it will erode the bottom, or at the 
middle or above. (I ask) similar questions 
about the following jumps along the river 
banks if the bottom and the bank are of equal 
material, and where it erodes and deposits, 
and about the defenses.
se Ila entrata dell acqua nel pelago sara di 
figura circulare la concavita del suo fondo 
sara lunare ricienvendo la giara in corpo 
overo infra i 2 comj di tal figura. (Tl)
domando se Ila corrente fara alcuno gomjto 
sella caverà in fondo o in mezo o di sopra e il 
simjle de salti che poj seguitano nell argine de 
fiumj essendo il fondo dequal materia e cosi 
largine e doue leua e pone e ssua ripari. (T2)
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Ms I 82R T l-2  Dl-11
Bottom high in the middle where the water 
falls from its height.
I ask about the configuration of the water in 
several inclinations of descent in each of 
these (water)falls, and about the shape of the 
scour hole due to the impact on a bed of 
uniform material, and about the configuration 
of the gravel deposited downstream from the 
impact of each of these (falls), and about the 
defenses from damages.
fondo alto in mezo donde lacqua poi cada 
dalla sua alteza. (Tl)
domando della figura che ffa lacqua in 
diuerse obliqujta di discienso in ciasscuna di 
queste cadute e che figura ara la concavita 
percotento sopra equal materia di fondo e 
donando della figura che fara la giara che sta 
dopo la percussione di ciasscun di questj e 
sua ripari ne danni. (T2)
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MS I 82V T l-2 D1
On the ways of straightening rivers which are 
of slow flow. When the river is more 
straight it becomes faster and scours more 
and erodes the banks and the bed. Hence, 
rivers like this must be widened, or directed 
through many curves, or divided it into many 
branches. And, if the river with many curves 
would become sluggish and marshy because 
of so many sinuosities, you must straighthen 
it to the point that the water acquire enough 
velocity but without damaging shores or 
banks.
del modo del dirizare i fiumj essendo con 
tardi corso perche quanto il fiume e piv diritto 
esso si fa piv veloce e rode forte e consuma 
largine el fondo onde a cquesti talj fiumj e 
neciessario allargarlj forte overamente 
mandarlo per molte torture o diujderlo i molti 
ramj e ssei fiume per molte torture si faciessi 
pigro e paduloso per le sue molte troture 
allora tu lo debbi i modo dirizare che llacque 
piglino sofitiente moto e non che abbia a dare 
ruine di ripe o dargine. (Tl)
And when depth develops close to some 
bank, such a place must be filled with 
gabions, fascines and gravel so that the flow 
does not undermine and make the bank 
collapse. Then the river will make a bend 
and direct its course on your property or 
villa.
e quando fara profondità vicino ad alcuna 
argine allora si bebe tale loco rienpiere di 
gabioni con fasscine e giara acio non cavj in 
moto sotto largine che rovinandola abbia po il 
fiume a ffare vn gomjto nella tua posessione 
o villa dirizaruj suo corso. (T2)
"Gabions" and "fascine" are technical terms in hydraulic engineering which are quite similar in 
several languages. "Fascine" sounds practically the same in German, English, French, 
Spanish, Russian and Italian.
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Ms I 83R Tl-3
When the flood water begins to find places 
where it can flow, this weak inundation 
begins by removing and transporting the 
lightest things and depositing them where the 
current becomes weaker. As it grows (the 
flood) takes away heavier things like sand, 
and transports them over the first things and 
deposits them there. Even if the water would 
not increase, just through continued action it 
would gradually remove material from the 
places where it runs, but because they are 
heavy it would not carry them so much 
downstream as the first lighter things. And 
when it picks up heavier things it deposits 
them proportionally closer to the place where 
they were taken away.
Quando laequa per le piene comjncia a 
trovare locho doue essa possa correre elio 
cornicia colla sua debole inondatione a 
scorticare e llevare le cose piv lieuj e Ile 
scaricha dove il corso si fa debole e 
cressciendo leua cose piv gravi come rena e 
Ila conduce sopra le prime cose e Ili la lasscia 
e benché llacqua non cresciessi pure per la 
perseueranza va leuando pure di mano i mano 
del locho donde corre ma per la loro graveza 
no Ile conduce tanto inanzi quanto le prime 
piv lieuj e sse pure leua poi cose piv grievi 
essa proportionevolmente le sscaricauj cino al 
loco donde le tolse.(Tl)
On returning the earth to the places denuded 
and excoriated by the water streams in hills 
and mountains or other boundaries.
It can be done by the rains, or if one has 
access to other waters, one can make canals 
or sections (?) of rivers pass through places 
where they flow with strong currents so that 
they inturbidate themselves with the earth that 
they remove, and provide that when they are 
at the place which you want have earth 
deposited, such canals are divided in many 
small branches like furrows where their 
impetus is retarded and the water becomes 
clear.
del rendere il terreno ai lochi scopertj 
escodicati dai corsi dell acque in colle o in 
montagnja o altre spiagie. (T2)
debesi per le piogie overamente avendo 
comodità di altre acque fare passare canali o 
bocche di fiumj per lochi donde passino con 
gran corso in modo che sabbino a intorbidare 
della terra che leuano e adattare che quando e 
sono al loco dove tu voi eh egli scarichino 
detta terra e tallj canali dacqa si diuidino i 
molti picoli ramjcellj dacque a modo di solchi 
e Ila lor furia si tarda e risciara. (T3)
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Ms I 83V T l, T2
Where the river becomes narrow the earth of 
its bottom will be carried away and its stones 
or tuff will be exposed.
dove il fiume si risstrignje sara scorbellato il 
fondo della sua terra e llasciati i sassi ol tufo 
discoperto del suo tereno.
Where the river becomes wide the small 
stones and the sand will be deposited.
dove il fiume si rallarga sara posate le pietre 
pichole e la rena.
Where the river becomes very wide the mud 
or the fine sand (silt?) will be deposited.
dove il fiume forte sara allargato ivi 
scaricherà il fango o llita el legnjame e altre 
cose lieve.
Where several water streams come together 
there will be formed sudden cavity in the 
shape of a boat.
dove piv corsi dacque concorano sara fatta 
subita concavita navale.
Where the waters branch away there will be 
deposit of sand and silt and the bottom will 
be raised in the shape of half a ship upside 
down.
dove laeque si disgregano sara posata rena e 
llita e alzato il fondo in figura di meza nave 
sotto sopra.
Under the water jumps there will be formed 
mounds of sand or stones.
sotto i balzi dell acque si fara colli di rena o 
pietre
Under the impacts will be picked up what 
settles under the jumps.
sotto le percusionj si leuera ciò che sotto il 
balzo si ripone. (Tl)
Where the water finds the highest and widest 
obstacle there forms the greatest wave and 
after the deepest scour hole.
dove laequa truova piv alto il lago ostaculo 
sotto di se ivi fa magiore onda e piv alta e poi 
piv bassa cava. (T2)
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Ms I 84R Tl-4 Dl-3
Of the eroded beds. The way in which they 
are scoured and set.
The maximum depth will be found in c.
The channel m will be deeper than n or r.
de fondi discopertj el modo perche e 
consunmato e posto. (Tl)
il magiore chauo sara trovato in .c.(T2)
sara piv cavato il canale .m. che .n. ho .r. 
0 3 )
Where you find much sand, you will also 
find at its end right ahead and behind, 
uncovered gravel or tuff.
The sand is deposited counter (laterally ?) to 
the discharging waters because in such a 
place cannot stay things that resist the 
directed course; hence the gravel is deposited 
sideways relative to such course, and the 
sand, when the flow velocity diminishes, 
forms a cover atop the gravel.
Sometimes the small floods take away from 
the plains leafy branches and deposit them 
where the flow is slow; then as they grow 
they deposit sand on top of the branches, and 
growing still more they transport gravel and 
larger stones.
dove tu troveraj molta rena tu troverai al suo 
fine dinanzi e dirieto giara o tufo scoperto, 
la rena e scaricata a riscontro della fuga de 
llacque perche in tale loco non po stare cosa 
che resista a ttale dirizato corso onde le giere 
si scaricano dai lati di detto corso e Ila rena 
quando il corso si fa manco veloce si fa 
coperchio della giara.
alcuna volta le picole piene leuano delle 
pianvre le frassce e Ile scaricano ne picoli 
motj po rinforzado mettano la rena sopra i 
terminj desse frasce e cresciendo portano 
giara e altre pietre. (T4)
The sketches Dl-3 are very similar to the many drawings o f scour patterns around obstacles in 
the Codex Hammer, where Leonardo goes much farther in the study of the flow patterns that 
develop around obstacles in free-surface flows [see Macagno 1986a, 1987a, 1988a where 
experiments at the Iowa Institute o f Hydraulic Research by the author, especially designed and 
conducted to gain insight into Leonardo’s studies are reported]. In other notebooks there are 
also similar comments by Leonardo [e.g. Ms H, Macagno 1988c].
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Ms I 84V T1
The jumps of water which go up due to the 
impact of water upon another water, do not 
make angles equal to that of their impact; in 
fact, they jump toward the (free-)surface 
following the shortest path because of the 
water which was immersed entrained by the 
(impacting) water.
i balzi dell acqa che si levan per la 
percussione dell acqua chaduta sopra laltra 
acqa non fieno portatj infra Hi equalj angolj 
della sua percussione anzi salteran alia 
superfitie per la via piv brieve per laria che 
ffu insieme choll acqua sonmersa. (Tl)
Leonardo seems to have attributed to the air entrained by the water jet into a pool of water a 
greater power than it has. Such air returning to the sphere o f air would be able to bend the 
entraining water jet back into the air. See, e.g. Ms I 68V Tl and 69R Tl. Leonardo would not 
be the last to overestimate the effect o f returning air bubbles; many of my students at the Iowa 
College o f Engineering made a similar error in their discussions of the hydraulic-jump 
experiment.
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Ms I 85V T2 D2
These are three shapes of weir where the 
water leaves and then falls down.
questi sono 3 modi di sponda donde lacqa si 
parte e poj cade in basso.(TI )
In D2, Leonardo depicted the flow in only one o f the different possible modes, but he was 
aware of such modes as shown by his sketch in the Codex Atlanticus for a similar situation [see 
CA 1015R, Macagno 1986b]. For a simplified situation, see CA 219R [Macagno 1989a].
Ms I 86R T1 D1
I ask where this falling ball would give 
greater impact, either at the point of 
attachment of its cord or at the place below 
where it would hit, and where it would make 
a greater jump.
domando dove questa balla cadendo darebbe 
magiore botta all apichatura della sua corda o 
a locho doue da basso potessi percotere e 
doue farebbe magiore balzo. (Tl)
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Ms I 86V TI D2, Dl?
I ask, when one (wave-)circle meets with its 
crest the crest of the other, whether it enters 
with its wave penetrating the other wave as it 
happens when a proceeds to c at the same 
time that n proceeds to d\ or if as they meet 
they impact and bounce back at equal angles; 
i.e., c arriving in n it would bounce in d and 
thus d impacting in n would rebound in c. 
This is a beautiful and subtle reasoning.
doman se llun ciercio nello scontrarsi col suo 
asscrescimento nell acrescimento dell altro se 
hesso entra colla sua onda penetrando londa 
dell altro come passare .a. in .c. nel 
medesimo tenpo che .n . passa in .d. o 
veramente se al loro percussione risaltano in 
dirieto infra equali angolj come .c. entrando 
in .n. saltassi in di e cosi di percotendo in .n. 
risaltassi in .c. Questa e bella probatione e 
ssotile.(Tl).
Ms I 87R TI D3
If the stone is thrown into the stagnant water, 
its circles will be equidistant from its center. 
But if the river flows, such circles will 
become elongated, nearly of oval figure, and 
they will be carried along the course of the 
water with the center in its proper place.
sei sasso sara gittato nell acqua inmobile i sua 
circuii fieno equjdistante al suo dentro Ma 
ssei fiume si moverà essi circuii si formerano 
di lunga quasi ovata figura e ssi partjra 
insieme col dentro suo del propio sito doue 
fu creato seguitando il corso de la. (Tl)
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Ms I 88V-R
Of the waves.
The waves are of (12) kinds. In the first, the 
wave is in the upper part of the water. In the 
second, is above and below in the same 
direction. In the third, is above and below 
and not in the middle, but in opposite 
directions. In the fourth, is such that from 
the middle up runs in one direction and from 
the middle down is of opposite direction. 
The fifth runs below and not above. The 
sixth runs below and and above is of 
opposite direction. The seventh is that of the 
submersion of the waters through a flow that 
inflows through the earth. The eighth is that 
of submersion by the vortices which are 
narrow above and wide below. The ninth is 
the one of vortices which are wide at the 
surface and narrow at the bottom. The tenth 
is that with columnar vortices. The eleventh 
is of sinuous and uniformly hollow vortices. 
The twelfth is the one with inclined vortices. 
Consider here all the waves together, and 
also all / the motions 'per se', and all the 
vortices 'per se'. And thus arrange all the 
topics separate from the others. I mean the 
jumps of all kinds, and also the falls. And 
include the differences in behavior between 
the motions and impacts of turbid waters as 
compared with the clear waters. And 
similarly, the swift waters and the slow 
waters, and the high and the low waters. The 
(difference in the) power of deep and shallow 
waters.
de londe
sono le onde di . . .  . nature delle quali la 
prima e ffatta nelle superiori parte del acque 
la seconda e ffatta di sopra e di sotto per un 
medesimo canmino la terza e ffatta di sopra e 
di sotto per contrari caminj e none in mezo la
4a e ffatta i modo che dal mezo in su corre 
per un verso e da esso mezo in giv fia di
oposito moto la 5a core di sotto e non di 
sopra la sesta corre di sotto e di sopra sta in
contrario moto la 7a fia quella delle 
somersionj dell acque per uja di uena che eh 
entri per la terra lottava fia quella delle 
somersionj per uja di retrosi che vadino strettj 
di sopra e llarghi di sotto la 9na de retrosi
larghi in superfitie e stretti in fondo la 10a de 
retrosi colonnati la l l a de retrosi fressuosi 
dequal uacuita la 12a de retrosi obliquj fa quj 
tutte le onde insieme e ttuttj/ (88V Tl)
i motj per se e ttutti i retrosi per se e cosi 
aconcia le squadre seperate luna dall altra per 
ordine e cosi i balzi di quante sorte si trovano 
per se e cosi le cadute e mettj le diferentie che 
dall acque torbide ne lor motj e percussionj a 
cquelle ce sono dare e cosi dall acque furiose 
se elle tardi e dall acque grosse alle basse e 
dalla furia dell acque grosse alle sottili / (88R 
Tl)
Note that 88V-R - 87V is a long text on a number of topics o f hydromechanics and fluvial 
hydraulics. It seems to be related to the 'libro dell acque' in Ms I 72V; however, Leonardo 
does not say anything about such a connection.
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Ms I 88R - 87V
And the power of narrow and wide rivers, 
and those which flow around or over large or 
small stones, or sand, or tuff, and those 
which come down from a height impacting 
on stones with many rebounds and jumps. 
And those who come down along a straight 
path touching and bearing on an even bottom. 
And those which fall from great height and 
only through the air. And those (waters) 
which fall through the air in either round 
shape, or thin and wide, or disgregated or 
united. And then write on all the kinds of 
impacts on the surface, in the middle or on 
the bottom, on their different inclinations 
different kinds of object, and different shapes 
of the object. And if you set in motion some 
water, as when you open sluice gates above, 
in the middle or below, (note) the differences 
in coming down and in flowing in the 
surface. And the effect (of such water) when 
it hits with its fall on earth, or in still water. 
And that first wave to propagate, how it 
behaves in uniform or non-uniform canal. 
And how soon vortices and their erosion are 
generated as one can see at the locks of 
Milano. Kinds of sudden filling of rivers as 
well as gradual growth. Of the great-flood 
waters which cannot pass through the 
openings of bridges and overflow them; an in 
what degree is the 'inpeto' of the waters 
flowing through the arches increased by the 
great weight of water above.
e dalla furia de fiumj strettj ai larghi e da 
cquelli ce corrono per grosse pietre o mjnvte 
o rena o ttufo e da cquelli che da alto 
chagiano percotendo sopra diuerse pietre con 
vari balzi e saltj e da cquelli che Cagiano per 
diritto camjno tochando e apogiandosi a 
equale fondo e di quellj che Cagiano di grande 
alteza solo per laria e dacquelli che chagiano 
per laria di figura tonda o ssottile e llarga o 
diujsa o vnjta e poi scrivi tutte le nature delle 
perchussionj in superfitie i mezo e nel fondo 
e de sua diuerse obliquia e diuerse nature 
dobbietto e diver/. (88R Tl)
se figure dobietto e sse dai il moto a vna 
acqua come aprire sue cateratte di sopra o i 
mezo o di sotto le difereze chella fa nel calare 
e movere in superfitie e ce che effetto ella fa a 
entrare con tal chaduta sopra terreno o acqa 
morta e quell onda che prima e mosa come si 
mantiene per equale o disequale chanale e 
come subito si gienera i retrosi e llor 
cavamenti come si vede alle conche di mjlano 
natura de subiti enpitj de fiumj e cosi di quell 
che cresscano a pocho a pposo delle acqque 
ancora che non possano passare per le gran 
piene per li archi de ponjtj eh elli superano e 
in che modo laequa che passa per tale archi 
cresscie linpeto per aueri gran peso di sopra. 
(87 V Tl)
In addition to a plan for a book, this passage could be a listing of many topics that one finds in 
Leonardo's notebooks, sometimes extensively treated and sometimes just briefly discussed.
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Ms I 89R T1 Dl-2
I ask whether the 'inpeto' of the water which 
drives the mills would have the same amount 
of impact if, close to the place of such 
impact, the water would make a bend 
(curvilinear flow?) either transversely, or 
downward or upward instead of flowing 
rectilinearly.
domando dell empito dell acque che volta i 
molinj s ella faciessi alcuno gobo o in 
traverso o ssu o giv vicino al locho della 
percussione se hessa perchussione sara della 
medesima valitudine eh esse tale acqa coressi 
per diritta linja. (Tl)
Did Leonardo observe a highly disturbed flow going into a hydraulic wheel before he made this 
note? I f  so, the sketch does not seem to be very clear. Does Tl represent a strong constriction 
before the water reaches the wheel?, or more than one channel, two with a 'gobo' and one 
straight?
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Ms I 89V TI DI, T2-3 D2
By the aforesaid argument one can show how 
the rivers of even bottom and width which 
erode their boudaries flow with more velocity 
above than below, because at the boundary 
the water above is faster in going down 
(downstream?) than that below. Hence the 
water above which rests on that (water) must 
be of such velocity as it was the said water.
coll antidetta ragione si dimostra come i fivmj 
dequal fondo e largeza i qualj minano il lor 
fine che corrano piv di sopra che di sotto 
perche nel fine laequa di sopra e piv veloce 
nel cadere che quella di sotto onde laequa 
superiore che suciessiuamente sapogia a 
cquella e neciessario che ssia di tal moto 
quanto fu quella eh e detta. (Tl)
Experiment.
Glass. And the front, still the same, and 
behind it, wood.
sperienza
vetro e Ila fronte dinanzi ancora il simjle e 
dirieto a sse legnjo. (T2)
To experiment, when water from a container 
is drained by a bottom orifice, where the 
water comes from above, or from the middle 
or from anywhere else, make the container of 
plane glass plates as you can see, and 
inturbidate the water with ground paper, and 
note how the flow is by watching such 
particles pour out.
per isperimentare quando sara dato lusscita al 
fondo dun bottino alla sua acqa di quale 
acqua essa sia quella che viene a ttale vsscita 
o di sopra o di mezo o come si voglia fa il 
vaso di piastre diritte di uetro come vedi e 
intorbida lacqa con carta malpesta e nota il 
moto di tale particule nel suo versare.(T3)
Leonardo seems to be the first to use flow visualization. Learning from flow visualization as it 
occurs very often in air and water must have been an experience useful to many people. We 
have many examples of works o f art which show that flow was keenly observed by many 
artists [Macagno 1984/95]. But it is an entirely different thing to design and observe flow 
visualizations in the study of flows from a scientific and technological point of view.
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Ms I 90R TI DI, T2-4 D2
Of water and why it flows; with the 
comparison with the mercury and the ball.
For any thing, the part has in itself the nature 
of the whole.
If the drop is on a horizontal plane, its weight 
parts will be evenly (distributed) around the 
center of its base.
But if the plane is inclined, you will discover 
that the higher one of the ends is, than the 
horizontal through the center of its base, the 
more weight it will have beyond the center.
dell acqa e perche si move colla conperation 
dell argiento vivo e della balla. (Tl)
dognj cosa la parte ritiene in se della natura 
del tutto. (T2)
se Ila gocciola sara sopra piano equjdiacente 
le sue parti sarano equalj al di peso intorno al 
dentro della sua basa. (T3)
ma ssei piano fussi obliquo tu toveraj che 
quanto luna stremjta e piv alta chel dentro 
della sua pasa piv cheli equjdiacente tanto piv 
peso acquista di la dal cientro.(T4)
There are a number o f notes and sketches on drops in Leonardo's notebooks. He was 
concerned with their shapes under different conditions, with their coalescence, and also with the 
problem of offering an example o f a micro-world with its own center (See Codices Hammer 
and Atlanticus). He thought that a force of the kind of the 'calamita' could be responsible for 
the formation of drops, [Macagno, 1986a, b, 1988a, in 1989a see 190R and 205R] Leonardo 
also studied the impact of drops on a solid surface [Macagno 1986b; see experiments by 
Leonardo, and those of the author designed to study those of Leonardo!.
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Ms I 90V T1 Dl-2
Water, that from a narrow channel falls into a 
wider one, will have so much more velocity 
of flow the greater the height of the 
dimensions(?) of its fall.
lacqa che per istretto canane cade nel largo fia 
tanto di piv veloce moto quant ella cade di 
magiore alteza della sua propia grosseza. (Tl)
Ms I 91R T l Dl-3
Openings and configurations of jets or 
nappes which give water to the channels (?).
buse e fatione di uene o chateratte de danno 
laeque ai fivmj.(Tl)
I had doubts about 'chateratte ' because the sketches show (in my opinion) a variety of openings 
of sluice gates, but the construction o f the sentence seems to indicate 'uene o chateratte' as 
synonyms, which is the alternative I have chosen. Some of the shapes of the openings seem to 
me typical of the imaginative Leonardo; I have serious doubts that any hydraulic engineer of his 
or our times would even think of testing (not to say adopting) such shapes!
It seems strange to me that rivers would be fed water through sluice gates; I believe that 
Leonardo meant 'canali' and not 'fiumi
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Ms I 96V TI DI, T2
Regular counterweights which with their 
weight give comparison for water 
(hydrostatic force?)
Wider and of heavier matter 
Wider and lighter 
Wider and of equal (weight)
Narrower and heavier 
Narrower and lighter 
Narrower and of equal (weight)
Equal and heavier
Equal and lighter
Equal and of equal (weight)
The straight tubes can be of five kinds: 
regular, i.e., narrow below and wide above; 
wide below and narrow above; and all 
uniform.
Narrow below and above and wide in the 
middle; wide below and above and narrow in 
the middle.
contrapesi regulari dando di loro graujta 
conperatione all acqa.
piv larghe e di materia piv grave
piv lagha e piv lieve
piv larga ed equale
piv stretta e piv grave
piv stretta e piv lieve
piv stretta ed equale
equale e piv grave
equale e piv lieve
equale ed equale. (Tl)
le canne diritte possano essere di 5 sorte 
regolari cioè stretta in fondo e llarga di sopra 
larga in fondo e stretta di sopra e ttutta ancora 
equale.
sottili da pie e da chapo e ssottile in mezo e 
larga da pie e da chapo e ssottile in mezo. 
(T2)
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Ms I 98V TI D3
Proof and reason why the bombard breaks 
the defenses using the example of the rocket.
pruova e ragione perche la bomarda ronpe i 
ripaij per lo esenpro del razo. (Tl)
Ms I 99R T2 D3
A wheel (?) which is turned around with a 
glass just laying on (inside) it, and there is no 
spilling.
vn cierchio girato intorno chon un bichieri su 
sol posato e non si versa. (T2)
/  am sure that there are people who would not need the words to interpret this passage; the 
pictogram says it all. This is a classic experiment on relative motion in hydrostatics. What I 
mean is that the water in the glass is a case of equilibrium relative to the rotating wheel on which 
the glass is mounted. Besides, I had an uncle who could perform this experiment by turning 
around his arm and amused himself seeing his many nephews getting wet when trying to imitate 
him.
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Ms I 101V Tl-3 Dl-4
Each one is in the middle of four triangles.
On how the experiments deceive those do not 
know their essence, because in many cases 
those which seem to be equivalent are quite 
different, as it is shown here.
These are three motors of three different 
'potentie' and kinds. In the first there is only 
'inpeto'; in the second there is bumping (or 
striking) and inthe third there is impact (or 
percussion)..............
ciascuna e in mezo a 4 triangoli.(Tl).
come le sperienze ingannano ci non 
conosscie loro nature perche quelle che 
sspesse volte paiano vna medesima spesse 
volte son di gran varietà conme quj si 
dimostra. (T2)
quest sono 3 motori di 3 varie potentie e 
nnature delle quali la prima e ssolo inpeto la
seconda e vrtamento la 3a e percussione . . .  
. . . (T3)
Only two pages from Ms 199R to 104V (see also 135R) have been included in this monograph 
because they are rather indirectly related to flow phenomena. But when an in depth study is 
undertaken for questions like this, which are important for a synthesis o f Leonardian 
mechanics, these pages and many others will have to be studied carefully. In the meantime, I 
believe that one should clarify as soon as possible the difference in Leonardo's mind between 
'urtamento' and 'percussione', since he also frequently uses these terms for fluid mechanics.
I believe that those who have doubts about Leonardo being an active experimentalist cannot 
deny that it is difficult to write a note like T2 without knowing well what experiments mean, 
including that they may be frustrating and deceptive, if one is not deeply involved and keenly 
vigilant. It is amazing that people who have not performed experiments themselves feel so 
authoritative about experimental science and its history.
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Ms I 105R T1D1 - 104Y T1
This impacting water is directed towards m 
and it impacts the bank m. After it has 
rebounded from the bottom and redirected 
itself toward the superficial impact where the 
water is lower, it encounters the second fall /, 
where due to the jump the water is already 
high, and it cannot flow over it; rather it goes 
down with that high water which later it 
descends. Hence, it must pass under the 
jump that it was initially performed by it, and 
flows toward n, where it erodes the bottom 
and it passes first under the two jumps 
performed by /  and g. Because of this, it 
remains high as it encounters its jump, 
because such jump acts like a bridge for the 
water stream which rotates underneath and 
then comes out with 'inpeto'.
Questa percussione dacqua si diriza in verso 
.m. e percote largine .m. poi eh ell e risaltata 
dal fondo e rivoltasi inverso la percussione 
superfitiale dov e piv bassa lacqa e trovando 
la seconda caduta de .f. dove llacqua per lo 
balzo e già fatta alta ella non la po montare 
anzi si somergie con esso acqua alta che poi 
disciende one e forza che passi sotto il balzo 
che prima fu fatto da llej e ssi rivolta in .n. e 
Ili cava il fondo e prima passa / sotto e 2 balzi 
fatti da .f. e da .g. e per questo rimane alto a 
riscontro del suo balzo perche tal balzo si fa 
ponte al corso dell acqa che sotto si li ragira e 
poj con jnpeto esscie. (105R TI - 104V Tl)
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Ms I 105 V T2 Dl-2
The water flowing in a river of uniform width 
and (locally) over plane bottom, will have as 
many different depths as are the different 
slopes of the bottom over which it flows. 
The higher the velocity over one reach than 
over another, the shallower will (the water), 
proportionately, be there.
laequa che ssi move per equale largeza di 
fiume e per equale fondo ara tante varie 
grossezze quanto fieno varie le obliqujta del 
fondo dove corre e quanto sara piv velocie in 
vn loco che nell altro tanto 
proportionevolmente sara piv sottile. (T2)
Ms I 106R T l, T2
Of smoke.
The smoke enters into the air with and 
undulated flow configuration like the 
resurgent water, with its 'inpeto', does 
within the other water.
Of water.
When the rivers are straight, they flow with 
much greater 'inpeto' in the middle of their 
width than on their sides.
del fumo
entra il fumo infra llaria con tale figura 
dondatione chome fa laequa surgitjva chol 
suo inpeto infra Ila altra acqua. (Tl)
dell acqua
corrano i fiumj quando son dirittj co molto 
magiore inpeto nel mezo della sua largeza che 
non fanno ne loro latj. (T2)
In Tl we have another example o f Leonardo's use of analogies in his studies of fluid flow 
phenomena. He noticed the sinuous flow path of ascending smoke filaments, which I have 
noticed typically more in water ascending due to a difference in density rather than in water 
ascending due to a momentum "load".
T2 is one of the many notes in which Leonardo registers his knowledge of higher velocity in the 
middle of the width of a river than on the sides, when the flow is straight. I would think that 
this must have been common knowledge among people navigating the rivers. In other 
notebooks, Leonardo attempted the explanation of this property of flows in conduits and canals.
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Ms I 106R T3 - 105V T1 D1
Of water.
After encountering some narrowing of the 
river and impacting equally on the sides of 
the river, the water will rebound toward the 
center of the river. There will be a new 
impact which produces a wave which returns 
equally (symmetrically ?) toward the banks. 
That water of pyramidal (triangular ?) shape, 
enclosed between the first impact on the bank 
and the second in the middle of the river, will 
decelerate at its base and have more velocity 
at the vertex, impacting there the bottom; then 
it will raise to the height of the intersection 
but the one in the middle will always be of 
more velocity than the one that rebounds.
dell acqa
poi che llacqa perchotera dai latj de ffiumj 
chon equale percussione trovando qualche 
parte del fiume piv stretta essa balzerà in verso 
il mezo del fiume e ffaran tale ondatione infra 
fioro nvoua perchussione onde di novo 
ritorneranno in verso le rie equalmente e 
cquella aqua di piramjdale figura che ssi 
rinchiude infra la prima perchussione fatta neh 
argine ella sechonda fatta nel mezo del fiume 
si tarderà nella sua basa e vicina alla punta 
sara veloce perchotendo il fondo po si leverà 
equale all alteza / della intersegatione ma 
senpre sara piv veloce quella del mezo che 
quella che risalta. (106R TI - 105V Tl)
Once more, Leonardo finished a text on which looks like the "preceding' page'. (105 comes 
after 106!).
To hydraulicians familiar with supercritical flow in open channels, this passage must surely be 
of great interest, but it has to be studied together with many other passages. One of the dangers 
of these monographs - 1 know it very well - is that there is always the possibility of providing 
material for those who rapidly and hastily jump to conclusions. But I know that this is 
probably unavoidable. In the final run, only those who take things seriously prevail in science. 
And I hope that this becomes also true in history of science!
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Ms I 108 R T1 D1
The water goes up because of its impact with 
an opposing obstacle.
monta laequa per la percussione eh ella fa nel 
contraposto obbietto. (Tl)
Ms 109R T2 D2(?) - 108V T1
Of motion.
The water which falls from the height of one 
'braccio' will never return to such height 
unless it is in the form of small drops which 
jump much higher because the motion of the 
rebound is much faster than that of the 
(water)fall. This is so because, when the 
water falls it entrains with it great amounts of 
air, and after impact the water rebounds 
toward its surface with an 'inpeto' which 
makes a motion almost as fast as that of the 
fall. But this will not be really so because of 
what the second of the seventh says when it 
states that the motion of the jump will never 
be as fast as it was the fall of the thing that 
rebounds. The subsequent jump will never 
be equal to is precedent, even if the jump of 
the water coming from the bottom where it is 
generated has almost the fall velocity from 
which it was originated. To this, a second 
velocity is added which increases such 
motion, and this is the motion of the air that 
is immersed together with the falling water. 
Such air, surrounded by water emerges with 
fury and jumps toward its element like wind 
forced out by a bellows, and it entrains with 
it that last (layer of) water close to the surface 
and, because of that increase, it makes it 
jump much more than warranted by its 
nature.
de moto
lacqa che chade dalteza dun br non ritornerà 
maj in simjle alteze se non e in pichole 
gocciole le quali salteranno assaj piv alte 
perche il moto della risaltatione fia molto piv 
velocie che quello dell discienso inpero che 
quando laequa cade essa somergie insieme 
con sego gran quantità daria e poi che llacqua 
e percossa essa risalta in / verso la sua 
superfitie con jnpeto che ffa mota quasi 
veloce come fu quell del discienso ma non
sara tanto per la ragion detta nella 2a de 7° 
che dice il moto del balzo non sara maj tanto 
veloce quanto fu il discienso della cosa che 
balzo e pero balzo consequente non sara maj 
equale al suo anticiedente si che per quessto il 
balzo che ffa laequa si parte dal fondo onde 
fu gienerato quasi con quella velocita del 
discienso che Ilo partorì e oltre a diquesto se 
la givgnje vna seconda velocita che avmenta 
tale moto e cquest e quell aria che ssi somerse 
insieme cholla caduta dell acqa la quale aria 
vestita dacqua surge con furore e ssalta infra 1 
suo elemento a vso di uento premvto dal 
mantace e porta con seco quela vltima acqua 
vicina alla superfitie e Ila fa saltare per tale 
avmento molto piv che non richiedea sua 
natura. (109R T2 - 108V Tl)
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Ms I 109R T1 D1
Of this you will make an experiment with a 
tank made with four glass plates; observe 
from the side.
di questo faraj sperientia con vn uaso fatto di 
quatro piastre di uetro e guarda per 
canto. (Tl)
More detailed instructions for the construction of a glass-wall tank or flume can be found in Ms 
189R T2, 3 D2 and in 115R Tl-4 DL
Ms I 109V T l, T2 D l
Of motion.
If you take the bellows with a long tube and 
with such bellows you force air at the bottom 
of the water, all the 'potentia' exerted by such 
pressurized air as it returns to its element will 
be equal to the weight or force which puts 
pressure on the bellows. And if such weight 
is exaggerated beyond what coresponds to 
the submersion of the air, the 'furia' of the air 
becomes more powerful and raises more 
weight (of water?).
de moto
se tterraj il mantace di lunga canna e chon tale 
mantace spingerai laria jnsino sul fondo dell 
acqua tutta la potentia che ffa tale aria 
premvta nel ritornare al suo elemento fìa 
equale al peso o fforza che preme tale 
mantace e ssei peso fu ismisurato piv che non 
si conuenia a ttale sonmersione daria la furia 
di tale aria si fa piv potente e piv peso 
lieva.(Tl)
If two water streams run through rivers with 
uniform width, depth, and slope from one 
origin to the same end, with the same 
quantity of water (rate of flow?) such will the 
ratio of their velocities (?)be as it is that of 
their lengths; i.e., if the short one has six 
times the velocity of the long one, the long 
one will have six times the length of the short 
one.
se due acque correrano per equal largeza e 
profondità e obliqujta di fiumj da vn principio 
a v medesimo fine con equal somma dacqa ta 
proportione sara infra lor corsi quale fia 
quella della loro lungeza eoe sei corto fia 
secvplo di velocita al lungo il lungo sara 
secuplo per lungeza al piv corto. (T2)
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Ms I 111R T l, T2
On subdividing the power of the rivers.
If the excessive might of the rivers erodes 
and damages their border lands (?), one must 
separate such rivers into small streams if the 
rivers cannot be turned somewhere else.
Comparison.
If the sound of a bell weighing six thousand 
pounds reaches six miles which are eighteen 
thousand 'braccia'. . . . But, to avoid 
dwelling into too many reasons, I say that if 
you break it into many minute bells, even if 
they have the same weight of metal and are 
rang all at the same time, the sound will not 
be heard at 1/8 mile. And if a cord sustains 
hundred thousand 'once' and you separate it 
into hundred thousand strings, each string 
will not be able to sustain 1/8 'oncia'. The 
same happens to all the disunited 'potentie.
del disunjre la potentia de fiumi 
se la superchia grandeza de fiumj guassta e 
ronpe i liti marittimj debesi tale fium poi che 
non si possano voltare in altri lochi disfarlj i 
mj nvtj rivicelli. (T1 )
conperatione
se vna canpana suona e ssi sente 6 mjglia e 
pesa 6 mjla libre 6 mjglia sono 18 mjla 
braccia Ma per no mj distendere in troppe 
ragione dico che sse Ila disfaj in mjnvti
sonaglj eh essa non sara sentita vno 8° di 
mjglio ancora che ttutto esso metalo sonj i ne 
sonagli nv medesimo tenpo e sse vna corda 
sostiene ciento mjla once se la disfaraj in 
ciento mjla fili ciasscun filo per se non 
sosterà 1/8 doncja e cosi seguita in tutte le 
potentie disunite. (T2)
In fact, before and after Leonardo, many irrigation systems have accomplished his idea for 
usefully subduing a damaging river. In the Codex Atlanticus this idea is explained with more 
detail [Macagno 1986b]. I do not understand why in Tl Leonardo refers to 'liti marittimi'.
In T 1,2 taken together, I see a case in which Leonardo does not consider things as linear or 
simply additive. The title in T2 is an example o f the term Leonardo used for what we call 
'analogy'.
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Ms I 114R T1
The farther the circular wave is from its cause 
the slow it becomes.
quanto londa circhulare si removera dalla sua 
cavsa piv si fara pigra. (Tl)
Ms I 114V Tl-2 D1
If the course of two lines of water 
encountering each other in the middle or in 
part of the courses of the rivers, are really 
crossing each other, or going one over the 
other or, if after impact, they rebound 
backward. Certainly, they rebound 
backward because it is impossible that 2 
bodies pass one across the other.
sell corso di 2 linje dacqua intraversandosi 
nel mezo o in parte de corsi de fiumj 
sintraversano nel passare luna per laltra o 
luna sopra laltra o dopo la percussione 
ciasscuna rinbalzi indirieto cierto indirieto 
balza perche impossibile he che 2 corpi 
passino luno laltro. (Tl)
But, after the mutuai impact the two waters 
will widen at the contact. After impact they 
would try to separate with equal distance to 
the center of the impact. That partwhich 
continues upward follows its nature, and the 
other part under the center, which would tend 
to go down, as it cannot, augments that 
above.
Ma poi che lie due acque insieme fieno 
perchosse esse sallargeranno nel contatto e 
poi che ffieno percosse si vorebono partire 
con equal distantia dal dentro della 
percussione e cquella parte che va in su 
seguita sua natura e llaltra parte sotto al 
dentro della percussione che vorebbe andare 
in giv non potendo cresscie quel di 
sopra. (T2)
This question of the impingement of two currents has been a subject that Leonardo considered 
many times [see experiments, as part of the laboratory methodology, in Macagno 1982] but this 
is the place where he states clearly what he thinks about it. There are many other aspects of this 
problem which were considered by Leonardo [Macagno 1986a, 1988a, 1988c].
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Ms I 115R T l-3 DI, T4
Experiment on jumps in uniform channel.
Make one side of the flume of glass and the 
rest of it of wood, and the water impacting be 
mixed with millet or paper paste, so that the 
flow can be seen better by observing the 
motions it makes. And once you have done 
the experiment on such jumps, fill the bottom 
with sand mixed with thin gravel and make 
the bottom even and make the water jump 
over it and observe where it takes away and 
where it deposits.
sperimentatione de balzi sopra equal canale. 
(Tl)
sia fatto di vetro vn latto del canale e 1 resto di 
legnjame e llacqua che ci percote sia mjsta 
con mjglio o pasta da palpili accio si ueda 
meglio il corso dell acqua per li loro motj e 
ssatto che ai la sperientia di tali balzi enpi il 
fondo di rena mjsta con mjnvta giara poi fa di 
pianare tal fondo e ffauuj su saltare laequa e 
guarda doue leva o ppone.(T2)
What you see here being done up and down, 
by the water, will also be done by the water 
here and there as it impacts the banks, except 
for throwing the water on top of itself.
co che ttu vedi quj fare a llacqua tra ssu e giv 
cosi fara tra qua e Ila battendo nell arginj 
saluo che del rinbocharsi adosso laequa che 
ssalta. (T3)
Then make an 'argine' (dam?) of fine sand 
toward the wood and look through the glass 
to see what the effects are, in continuous 
(flow of) water.
po fa largine di uerso i llegnjame di lita e 
guarda per lo vetro i sua effeti e fallo in acqua 
continva. (T4)
This is a detailed description of the use o f a glass-walled flume and the experiments one can 
perform in it. It is difficult to view this as a purely speculative page in Leonardo's notebooks. 
There are too many revealing details for fluid-mechanicists and hydraulicians here and in other 
places in Leonardo's notebooks. See other passages in which the flume is mentioned in this 
manuscript (Ms 189R T2, 3 D2 and 109 R T I Dl)
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Ms I 115V T1 D l, T2 D2
Motion and jumps of the discreet quantity.
Motion and jumps of the continuous quantity. 
The continuous quantity (continuum ?) has 
uniform motion if the river is of uniform 
width and depth. (This is so) because (the 
water) being all of it connected together, each 
part of it must in each part of its motion must 
pull and be pulled, and push and be pushed, 
or drive and be driven with uniform motion 
and 'potentia'. If it were not so, the water 
would accumulate where it slows down and 
would be in defect where it runs faster.
moto e balzi di quantità discontinva (Tl)
Moto e balzi della quantità continua 
la quantità chontinva a moti equalj essendo il 
suo fiume dequale largeza e profondità 
perche essendo tutta insieme chongiunta egli 
e neciessario che in ognj parte di suo moto 
ognj parte tiri e ssia tirata e ssosspinga e ssia 
sospinta over cacci e ssia caciata e cquesto e 
neciessario essere con equale moto e potentia 
e sse cosi non fussi laequa piv 
moltiplicherrebe dove piv si tardassi e 
mancerebbe dove piv si movessi. (T2)
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Ms I 116R T1
If the water were a discreet quantity, and not 
continuous as it is, the motion it 
accomplishes between the maximum heights 
and lows of its waves would be nonuniform, 
because that part going up would acquire at 
each degree of its motion degrees of 
retardation so that when at its maximum 
height it would be slowest. Then, when it 
descends over each degree of motion it 
acquires degrees of velocity; hence at the 
lowest level it has maximum velocity. Hence 
the boundary at the end of the descent is the 
one receiving damage, while the one above 
where the ascent ends does not show injury. 
But if the quantity is continuous.. . .
se llacqua fussi quantità disscreta com ella e 
chontinua il moto eh ella far infra le some 
alteze e basseze delle sue onde sarebe 
disequale inpero che quella parte che 
montassi in ognj grado di moto acquisterebbe 
gradi di tardità in modo che nella soma alteza 
sarebbe nella soma tardità e poi nel 
disciendere in ognj gradi di moto acqujsta 
gradi di velocita onde nell infima basseza 
acquista magior moto onde lopositione che 
ttermjna il discienso e cquela che ricieve 
detrimento e cquella che ttermjna lalteza la 
sua eleuatione non a lesione acuna. 
ma sse Ila quantità e continva...  (Tl)
In spite of the lack of clarity o f this passage, it is a very significant one because we see here 
Leonardo in favor of considering water as a continuum. We must consider this in the right 
perspective; it was not a choice between a theory of the continuum and a kinetic theory (as the 
case could be in our time), but simply of treating water as a continuum or as a collection of 
relatively large particles as the drawings in Ms 1115V clearly indicate. In my rendition, I have 
avoided to use the word ’continuum', although I consider that the practical result of Leonardo’s 
choice would be to prefer a "continuum mechanics" treatment of hydromechanics.
Ms I 116V Tl-2 D2-3
There, where the water branches off, it raises 
first, and then in falling again, it accelerates 
its flow.
There, where the waters flow together, they 
raise first, and the immediately downstream 
flow is slow.
dove laequa si diujde ivi salza e poi nel 
ricadere rinforza il corso suo. (Tl)
dove laeque si congivgano ivi salzano e poj il 
ucino moto che segue fia tardo. (T2)
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Ms I 117R T1 D1 T2 D2
When, in the channels of the rivers, there are 
two currents which begin far away one from 
the other and then come together to a place 
where they impact, and after that impact they 
go up, there will be little erosion of the 
bottom. (This is so) because from there they 
go away and then they fall again in their 
disgregation or dis-union. (Then) they 
plunge again, and impact and scour the 
bottom; that is, due to such impact which hits 
and scours the bottom with its motion, there 
will be there a pit; this happens in the strong 
currents of the rivers.
Quando per li corsi de fiumj sara 2 corentj 
dacqa le quali comjnciando distanti luna dall 
altra e che hessi concorino al locho doue 
insieme si perchuotjno esse dopo tal 
percussione si leveranno in alto e 1 suo fondo 
fia poco consumato perche si pardano da lluj 
e poi ricadano nel disgregarsi over 
disgivngnjersi e ricagiano e percotano e 
rasspano il fondo onde per causa di tal 
perchussione che batte e rasspa il fondo col 
suo moto ivi acadera profondità e questa 
acade ne gran corentj de fiumj. (Tl)
a is the place of the above said impact. Note 
that it is the raising of the bottom, which is 
scarcely eroded, what always augments and 
raises the place of the impact, or coming 
together; hence as it falls it gives greater 
impact.
a. e il loche della sopra detta percussione la 
quale anchora vedi che Ila elevatione del 
fondo che pocho si consuma he quello che 
ssenpre da avmento a ffare alzare il locho 
della percussio over congivtione onde 
cadendo da magiore perchossa. (T2)
This passage is not easy because the translator should be able to see whether Leonardo is - as he 
does in other places - confusing wave motion and water motion. This is a passage in which that 
is very difficult to accomplish. Further study of both the language used and the hydraulics 
involved is required. I believe that experiments only will finally clarify this and other similar 
situations.
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Ms I 117V T I, T2
Of the crest of the waves.
There is no erosion of the bottom under the 
crest of the wave, because, according to the 
fifth of the sixth, which says that each thing 
weighs along the line of its motion, which (in 
this case) it barely affects the bottom. Hence, 
we will say that such wave moves toward the 
air, which runs away from the impact and 
weighs toward the air. And if there is some 
friction, it is of scanty vigor and barely 
erodes the bottom.
della sonmjta dell onde
la somma alteza dell ondo non consumerà
sotto di se il suo fondo inpero che poco lo
tocha per la 5a del 6° che dice che ognj cosa 
pesa per la linja del suo moto onde diremo 
tale onda moversi verso laria la qual si fugie 
dalla sua perchussione e in verso laria pesa e 
sse vi fia pure alquanto di confregatione ella 
fia di pocho vigore e pocho consuma tale 
fondo. (Tl)
Of the valley of the waves.
The thing which is a strong cause for the 
change in rectilinearity of the initial motion of 
a water stream will be strongly eroded and 
removed by such water.
Hence, we will say that if the air were the 
cause for such change of rectilinearity of the 
crest of the wave, that air would be eroded by 
such water impact. But such air is not the 
cause of the change of such a course; it only 
causes the weight that is acquired by the 
water to come out of its own element. If it 
were a discrete quantity it would slow down 
in such a place. But, because it is a 
continuous quantity which is connected, it is 
necessary that one (part of the) water push 
and another pull.
della infima basseza dell onda 
Quella cosa che ffia piv causa di ronpere la 
rettitudine del comjnciato corso dell acqua fia 
piv da essa acq consumato e remoso.
adunque noi direno che sse llaria fussi cavsa 
di ronpere la rettitudine della eleuatione dell 
onda che essa sarebbe consumata da tale 
percussione dacqa. Ma ttale aria non e cavsa 
di ronpere tal chorso anzi sol ne cava il peso 
che acqujsta laequa per vsscire del suo 
elemento e ssi tarderete in tal sito sella fussi 
quantità discreta ma per essere di quantità 
continva e gli e neciessario che lun acqa 
spinga e llaltra tiri per 1 essere congivnte. 
(T2)
I consider this passage as a good example o f my thesis that Leonardo used in many cases the 
old way of thinking to explain new phenomena that he was observing. There is very interesting 
work to be done on this passage, in the context of others, to arrive at an understanding of the 
evolution in the thinking of Leonardo as a fluidmechanicist. We should not forget that nobody 
has yet studied him thoroughly in such a role.
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Ms I 118R T l, T2-3 D1
Waves
Vortices
Upflows
Boils
If the water flows faster where the wave goes 
down than where it goes up, and in what 
place such water slows down more.
onde 
retrosi 
surgimenti 
bollori. (Tl)
se laequa si move piv veloce al calare dell 
onda che al suo eleuarsi e in che locho tale 
acqua piv si tarda. (T2)
The water that flows in the formation of the 
waves will show in its ascent a velocity such 
as that of its descent, and that in the middle of 
the lowest point as it is in the highest point. 
And if it were not of uniform motion, it 
would not be of uniform width and depth. 
And if, however, it would be of uniform 
width and depth and not of uniform flow, it 
(the water) would form great height at the 
place where it would be slowest.
laequa che ssi move nel conporre dell onde 
tal uelocita si tropvera alla sua eleuatione qual 
fia quella della declinatione e ttale fia nel 
mezo delle infima basseza quanto quel de la 
sua soma alteza. e sse non fussi di pari moto 
essa non sarebbe di parj profondità o largeza 
e ssella pur fussi dequal largeza e profondità 
e non dequal moto essa conporebe grande 
alteza nel locho ove piv si tardasse.(T3)
Ms I 119V T4
Of motion.
Why the circular motion, even if it would be 
of uniform speed, moves the things, that 
break away from it, along a straight line?
de moto
perche il moto circulare ancora che ssia 
equalmente veloce move le cose che da lluj si 
diujdano per linja retta.(T4)
This is one of those statements in the area of general mechanics which are of great significance 
in fluid mechanics. It is one o f the good examples which show how important it is to study 
Leonardian fluid mechanics without ignoring important related topics.
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Ms I 120R T2
Of motion.
Albert of Saxony in his Di proportione says 
that if a 'potentia' moves a body with a 
certain velocity, it will move half of such 
body with twice such velocity. This I do not 
accept, because he does not say that such 
'potentia' uses its last value; because, if it 
would do that, the thing that would weigh 
less would not be in proportion with the force 
of the motor, or of the medium through 
which it moves; hence it would be a thing that 
fluctuates (in the air?) and not of rectilinear 
motion and it would move less.
de moto
Dice alberto di sassonja nel suo di poportione 
che sse vna potentia move vn mobile in cierta 
velocita che moverà la meta desso mobile in 
duplo veloce la qual cosa a me non pare 
inpero che costuj non mette che questa tale 
potentia adoperu lultima sua valitudine inpero 
che sse hessa faciessj quella cosa che pesassi 
meno non sarebbe alla proportione della forza 
del motore overo del mezo donde passo onde 
sarebbe cosa ventilante e non diretto moto e 
andrebbe meno. (T2)
This passage could have been much more important in connection with fluid mechanics were it 
less obscure. Perhaps further study will be useful to understand it better. I  am sure that it has 
deserved attention because an important figure o f the past is mentioned, but what is really 
significant is the relation this passage may have with future developments relative to Leonardo, 
rather than those in the past.
Ms I 121R DI, D2
There is no text on this page. One drawing, D l, is obviously that o f an open channel flow. 
Perhaps a detail of a hydraulic jump, perhaps of a necklace vortex, of both o f which there are 
many examples in Leonardo's notebooks. D2 seems to be an experiment in which one body is 
let fall while another is launched on a parabolic trajectory.
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Ms I 121V T1 Dl-2
If the 'potentia' moves the dart a a third of a 
mile with the determined deflection (?), how 
much should I deflect such impacting beam) 
to have the dart reaching half a mile?
se Ila potemtia .a. move il dardo vno 3° di 
mjglio colla sua apritura eh ella si truova 
quanto arej io aprire detta pechussione a ssare 
che talle dardo andassi vno mezo mjglio. 
(Tl)
The questions like this one are probably in the hundreds in Leonardo's notebooks. In many 
case sthere seems to be no answer. I am thinking that this was a way of making memos for 
experiments he wanted to perform, or for questions he wanted to ask to expert persons. 
Questions, o f course, are formulated by all researchers all the time. That's the way one 
initiates, in many cases, a research project.
Ms I 122R T l D1
If a river impacts with its straight course on 
the opposite bank at right angles, and it turns 
part to the right and part to the left, the line of 
the flow will turn so much more to the right 
than to the left the faster is the right part (than 
the left one) i.e., nm.
se vn fiume percote col suo retto corso nella 
contraposta argine infra 2 angoli rettj e ssi 
uoltj a desstra e parte a ssinistra la linja del 
moto si uoltera tanto piv torta a destra che a 
sinistra quanto la parte destra si moverà piv 
presta eoe nm. (Tl)
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Ms I 123 R T1 D1 T2 D2
I ask how much water will (the nozzle) throw 
upward, if it comes from the lowest possible 
place; and how much at different heights; and 
for different diameters (?); and with different 
inclinations; and how much is raised up for 
different distances from the foot of the tank.
dimando quanto laequa gittera in alto a ffarla 
nasciere piv bassa che si po e quanto a ffarla 
nasciere in diuerse alteze e quanto in diuese 
grosseze e quanto in diuerse obliqujta e 
quanto in diuerse distantie dal pe del uaso 
ellevata. (Tl)
Water flows faster on the sides of the covered 
obstacle than on top of it or after it has passed 
it. And thus it deforms the waves on its 
jumps into moon-shaped figures in the 
surface.
laca corre piu forte dai lati dello scoglio 
coperto che di sopra o poi eh ella 1 a passato e 
pero torcie londe de sua salti faciendo figure 
lunalj in superfice. (T2)
T1D1 is one more example of the questioning approach o f Leonardo; only that in this case there 
is an answer to this question in the remarkable drawing o f a family of jets in the Ms F16V [see 
Macagno 1987a, comment and Fig. 11].
T2 D2 may be related to 121RD1 if we consider the drawing in 121R as a sketch of a necklace 
vortex. But this seems unlikely because in the note above Leonardo seems to refer to an 
obstacle in which the necklace vortex, if at all present, would not be obviously visible.
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Ms I 127R Dl-4
This four drawings are surely about flow patterns, but it is not easy to tell with certainty what is 
that they represent. The more one knows about fluid mechanics, the more difficult it seems to 
be as sure as people who do not know seem to be! I tend to see in them representations in a 
vertical plane, but they could also be plan views, or perhaps some are one thing and some the 
other! Comparison with similar sketches in the notebooks will certainly be useful. [See, e.g., 
vortices in the wind blowing on the side of a mountain in Codex Arundel, Macagno 1987d, 
Fig. 18].
Ms I 127V T1 Dl-2
The jumps of the (flowing) water are of two 
kinds; i.e., they are determined by two 
causes: one is the protuberances of the 
bottom over which the water flows, and the 
other is the protuberances of the banks, 
which make the impacting parts of the waters 
to rebound on the opposite bank. These 
quantities of water which impact, rebound 
toward the opposite bank and, in meeting the 
first wave, they put pressure and push 
against, and swell (?) jumping towards the 
sky. And, in the same way each runs away 
from the impacted place, until one wave 
catches up with it from behind and another 
from ahead of it. In this way, they fill the 
surface of the rivers with a reticulated 
configuration which shows crests at the 
places of the said impacts.
I balalzi dell acque sono di due nature cioè 
conposti da 2 cavse luna e per le globosità del 
fondo donde passa lacqa laltra fia quando le 
parte de laequa che percotane nelle globulose 
parte dell argine risaltano dall opositta ripa 
queste tale quantità dacque che percotano 
risaltano all oposita riva e nella prima onda 
chella sincontra essa si prieme e sspinge in 
esa he sgonfia saltando verso il cielo e 
ciasscuna equalmente si fugie dal loco 
percoso per infino che altra onda la richaccia 
in dirieto e poi laltra inanzi e cosi 
suciessivamente enpiano la superfitie de fiumj 
di graticolata figura senpre alzandozi ne lochi 
di dette percussionj.(Tl)
Only the beginning of TI is on the free-surface effects of the wavy bottom. The 'graticolata 
figura' shown in D2 reminds me o f the many representations by painters o f an agitated sea 
surface in which the waves are breaking or at the point o f breaking. However, the somewhat 
obscure written description by Leonardo is more in line with phenomena of supercritical flow in 
open channels discussed in other notebooks [see, e.g., Ms C, Macagno 1988ej. Note that 
Leonardo seems to use here as synonyms terms that he defined somewhere else as different (see 
Ms 178V T2 where argien, ripa and riva are defined).
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Ms I 128R T2
Question about the jump.
Tell me: if the first jump is ten 'brada', how 
many will the second be?
(Wet-)dye the ball so that it marks the place 
where it impacts on the marble or some other 
hard thing. Search the rule of all the 
successive im pacts and find its 
generalization.
domando del balzo
dimj sei primo balzo e dieci br quanto sara il 
secondo.
tignj la ballotta in modo che ssegnj il loco 
dove percote sul marmo o altra cosa dura e 
ssgujta la regola di tuttj i balzi 
succiessiuamente e ffalla gienerale.(T2)
Ms I 130 V T l, T2, T3-4 DI
Of motion in general.
What is the cause of motion? What is motion? 
And motion itself, what is it? What is 
'inpeto'? What is the cause of 'inpeto' and 
the medium where it is generated? What is 
impact? What is its cause? What is the 
rebounding ? What is the incurvation of 
motion and its cause?
Aristotle, 3^ of the Physics, and Albert and 
Thomas, and the others.
Of rebounding in 7 ^  of the Physics.
Of heaven and world.
de moto in comvne
che cosa e la causa del moto Che cosa e il 
moto in se che cosa e cquella eh e piv atta al 
moto Che cosa e inpeto che cosa e Ila chausa 
del inpeto e del mezo ove si crea che chosa e 
perchussione che chosa e Ila sua cavsa che 
chosa e resaltatione che chosa e Ila 
incurvatione del moto retto e sua cavsa. (Tl)
aristotile 3° della fisicha e alberto e tomaso e 
Ili altri.
de risaltatione in 7° della fisicha. 
de cielo e mundo. (T2)
The wind which impacts slopes, sides 
or faces of mountains, flows up to their 
summit, where it pushes against the other 
straight wind and then widens rubbing the 
opposite side. Because the wind vortices are 
both below and above as well as transverse, 
the inhabitants cannot know what wind is 
actually blowing. That is to say, that those 
who live down in the valley do not know if 
the wind is retrograde or forward.
il uento che percote nelle spiagie over coste o 
lati de montj si leua in alto alia somita dove si 
prieme nel corso del altro vento diritto e poi 
salarga rigando lopposita costa perche i 
retrosi de venti sono cosi de sotto e ssopra 
come traversali e paesani non/ (T3) 
possono cognjoscere che vento sia quello che 
trae eoe quelli che abitano sotto i colli della 
spiagie non conoscano se e vento di retroso o 
vento dirito. (T4)
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Ms I 131R T1 D1
I have two balls of the same material and 
shape, and I want to let them fall through two 
channels in such a way that at the ends of 
such channels they come together. I ask 
what is the initial distance from the meeting 
point of such channels for each as they begin 
their motion.
sono due palle di medesima materia e ffigura 
ma dupla per peso e le uoglio lassciare 
chadere per 2 canali in modo situatj che al 
fine di tal canalj esse balle si sscontrino 
insieme domando quando ciasscuna debe 
essere nel principio del loro moto distantj dal 
concorso di taljicanalj. (Tl)
This experiment aims at the belief that if we have two weights one double o f the other, the 
heavier will fall with double velocity than the lighter. The question here is to arrive at some 
conclusions about the purpose Leonardo may have had. I believe that it is a good assumption to 
suppose that he was seriously questioning the physics that he was learning. The experiment 
seems very interesting, and if actually performed, must have been revealing to Leonardo.
Ms I 133R T8
If the air is compressed, as it happens in the 
bottle used by barbers to dispense the 
'acquarosa', it becomes double. The fire 
becomes quadruple (?) where it cannot 
growdue to the local force (?)
se Ila aria si prieme in se come mostra il uaso 
da dare lacquarosa ne barbieri e ssi radoppia 
il foco si rinquarta per la forza del loco dove 
non po cresciere.(T8)
Tl-7 are mainly on interior ballistics. T8 seems to draw an analogy between the burning of 
powder and compression of gas, but it is not clear at all. The idea could be that combustion 
gases are compressed similarly to air that is compressed mechanically
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Ms I 134R T4-8
What are the differences between upward or 
transverse motion, or during humid or dry, 
or windy, or rainy, or snowy weather, or 
with wind (blowing) against or transversely 
or in the direction of the path of the ball.
che diferentia fia dal moto fatto in su o in 
traverso o a ttenpo vmjdo o ssecho o 
ventuoso o pivuente o fiocante o ventro in 
contro o per traverso o per lo verso del corso 
della ballotta. (T4)
Where does the ball make more jumps, over 
rocks, earth or water ?
On why the smooth ball is faster than the 
rough ball
Whether the ball rotates in the air or not.
On the nature of the places impacted by such 
balls.
dove la balotta fa piv balzi o sopra sassi o 
tterra o acqua. (T5)
come la balotta solia e piv veloce che Ila 
ruvida. (T6)
se Ila ballotta se uolta per laria on no. (T7)
della natura del lochi percossi da tale ballotte. 
(T8)
We know that it is not always true that the smooth ball is faster than the rough one. This is 
something that was not out of Leonardo's possibilities to discover, but the evidence provided 
by T6 is that he did not discover his paradox of fluid mechanics. Nowadays, almost any fluid- 
mechanics book illustrates the paradox that (given certain conditions) a rough sphere can be 
faster than a smooth one [See, e.g. Daily-Harleman 1966]. For an account of the experiments 
by Eiffel in Paris and Wieselberger in Gottingen, which strikingly revealed this paradox see, 
e.g., the Handbuch der Experimentalphvsik [Muttray 1932].
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APPENDIX
MULTI-CHANNEL TABULATION
INTRODUCTION
Years ago, when confronting the problem of surveying the notes and drawings of Leonardo da 
Vinci, I found the existing indices of little value to a fluid-mechanicist. Not that they were not carefully 
prepared, but one cannot incorporate in a survey what one's mind does not see. It takes much 
knowledge of what we know and what was known to Leonardo to construct useful synoptic 
representations of notes and drawings in documents like the ones he left. The process is necessarily 
one of successive approximations. The existing indices do not serve any useful purpose in the 
investigation of Leonardian science of flow and transport phenomena because those who prepared them 
did not know fluid mechanics, and could not possibly do a good job. To be fair, however, we must 
recognize that indices prepared several decades ago could not have benefited from a science, like fluid 
mechanics, which was in the re-making and not yet widely known. When faced with the problem of 
being the first to examine the notebooks armed with a modem knowledge of fluid mechanics, I had to 
proceed by trial-and-error procedures, and revise my work several times. I thought that, by blending 
the old and the new in my analysis of Leonardo's notebooks, I could find a methodology that could 
serve my final goal of producing a synthesis of his fluid mechanics.
What emerged of my effort was a method which I have called Multi-channel Tabulation. The 
one-dimensional linear approach used before in surveying documents was completely abandoned after 
it mislead me several times. Instead, I constructed a multi-dimensional matrix from which I can retrieve 
the desired information whenever I need it. In fact, I decided to extend to this area the old techniques 
of mapping, not only in the way geographers do, but also as applied mathematicians do. I know that 
the method I have developed may and should be improved, and I hope future researchers will do that. I 
am sure that as more accurate studies of Leonardian fluid mechanics are undertaken, a more 
sophisticated methodology will be needed and will surely be developed. I hope my first steps in this 
area may be useful in such improvements. This is the main reason for this appendix, which should be
A -2
considered as an updating and a supplement to my previous paper on multi-channel tabulation 
[Macagno 1987c].
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
For a tabulation of the material contained in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci we must take 
into account first of all that they are not to be treated in the same way that we would handle a book 
which has been published or brought to the point of possible publication; we cannot even consider any 
of such notebooks as a first draft of a book or a chapter of it. Leonardo's notebooks look to me much 
more like my own diaries as a researcher, full of my own ideas and notes from discussions and from 
readings on topics under research. The nature of Leonardo's notebooks has not always been 
understood [see e.g. the opinion of Flaschbart in Handbuch der Experimental Phvsik. Muttray 1932, 
general references in this monograph]. At least in what refers to science and technology, I doubt very 
much what those who are not research scientists and research engineers can get from Leonardo's 
manuscripts. This is why I have been encouraging experienced scientific researchers to enter the field 
of history of science.
Although the notes of Leonardo are chaotic in their distribution, and usually cryptic, and laden 
with mistakes of expression and of substance, there is no lack of methodology in Leonardo [Gombrich 
1966, Macagno 1985b, 1988d]. It is not enough to be familiar with the subject under study, be it 
anatomy, or geometry, or hydraulics, one must have developed a sense for the way in which Leonardo 
proceeded. Many people work in a messy way and produce good results, from painters to cooks, and 
from engineers to mathematicians. Some work and write with great clarity, and others in a very 
obscure way, but new knowledge can be found in both kinds of writers. Moreover, one may be very 
bad with numerical calculations and produce a new branch of mathematics. Excellence in arithmetical 
calculations means very little; but miserable calculations do not necessarily foreshadow failure for a 
mathematician. One may not "quantitize" results very well, and still have seminal ideas in any 
discipline, because there is always an important qualitative aspect in the creation and advancement of 
knowledge.
A-3
As I already said it, in what concerns any survey of complex documents, the problem is really 
one of mapping. Good maps can be very informative if well planned by experts, and well drawn. Of 
course, in any mapping, information is stored in a selective way meaning that some information is 
discarded, and what is left is condensed. If such selection and radical abridgement is not done carefully 
one may do more damage than good. The mapping of historical documents should possess many more 
dimensions and flexibility than geographical maps. This and other notions will be developed and 
illustrated in this appendix.
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THE NOTION OF PROFILE
The need for profiles emerged as I was doing the work. One does not plan things like this from 
scratch. It is by discovering what is in each document and the relations between parts of it, that one 
constructs a procedure. The most immediate reaction when one finds a meaningful topical block, 
which may consist of some paragraphs and some drawings, is to describe the finding summarily, using 
some words loaded with meaning. For instance, if there is a paragraph in Leonardo's notebooks on the 
currents in a river, and a drawing attached to it, showing vortices and damage to a bank, one may want 
to make a profile of such a passage using the keywords acqua, flow, vortex, fluvial, erosion, argine. 
Why a mixture of English and Italian.? In fact, my personal preference for a document in Italian would 
be to use only Italian key words, but I write my papers in English, and I believe that any continuator of 
my work is most probably going to be an English-speaking person, or a person who would prefer to 
publish in English.
The keywords keep changing in meaning as one progresses in this work. Usually they must 
acquire a wider meaning, until one feels necessary to introduce some new keyword. This requires that 
one develops and keeps a dictionary with the meaning of each word. It also creates some problems 
because different documents obviously require different sets of keywords. Fortunately, most of the 
new words were necessary because I found new topics included, rather than because I found that new 
facets were appearing to me that I did not see before. One detail that emerged soon was that the set of 
words which define a given profile consists in many cases not only of the words included, but also of 
some which are omitted. One becomes aware of this when a profile is examined some time after having 
been constructed; i.e.,when one wants to retrieve what one knew initially about the given block. As an 
example of the importance of the omitted keyword, suppose we have a simple profile: ACQUA - VORT 
- SEA. The omission of FLOW indicates that the only flow in the block that originated the profile was 
vortical flow. If there have been vortices due to definite currents in the sea, the keyword FLOW, or 
CURRENT, would have been included. Had Leonardo said, or indicated, that the vortices were due to 
thermal effects, the keyword THERM would have been part of the profile.
One case in which I saw something new emerging, and had to introduce a new keyword was 
when I realized that in some cases Leonardo was not pursuing so much a technological goal but rather
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seeing in some experiments and observations a paradoxical situation, within the framework of 
Aristotelian or the medieval physics. Such was the case of the phenomenon of water raising against 
gravity because of being impressed a rotatory motion. This has traditionally been regarded as the 
invention of a centrifugal pump, but to Leonardo it was perhaps more meaningful as a challenge to 
Aristotelian views. The same is true of the double-box experiment, which was not so much connected 
to stability of floating bodies or naval hydrodynamics as to a tenet of Aristotelian physics [for a 
discussion of such experiment see Macagno 1982, 1988e]. Another case of newly discovered aspects 
is the realization that Leonardo grasped better the notion of hydrostatic pressure than that of force, 
which is a paradoxical situation, although not perceived as such by Leonardo; it is the one doing the 
survey, or the mapping, who must be aware of it [Macagno 1987b]. So I felt the need to add the 
keyword PARADOX. These additions cannot be done without some revision of existing tabulations, 
and it is the source of some difficulties, but once the storage is computerized, it is really easy to quickly 
update the tabulation. This episode is also an illustration of the difficulty of general indices (as those 
published in the past). It is not enough to read the material, it must be deeply researched if one wants 
to obtain a good survey. Moreover, the survey must be designed so that it remains open to 
improvements.
One must take into account that words like PARADOX and ANALOGY, which are so essential, 
were never used by Leonardo. This makes the collection of all words that were used by Leonardo 
himself a kind of silly enterprise, at least from the point of view of his science of flow. Such collection 
is surely useless to a fluid-mechanicist because it misses all the messages in the pictographic notes. 
One must use a blend of old and new words to truly map what Leonardo was doing. Since part of the 
mapping refers to drawings, we may have to introduce words that he never used. If we see that he is 
pictographically representing deformations or velocity distributions, or families of curves, we will have 
to use words that he never used. The same is true for many other things that need to be described. Of 
course, one may also use to advantage schematic new sketches, diagrams, and symbols to represent the 
pictographic messages of Leonardo.
The way in which Leonardo proceeded may look very messy to some people who believe that 
creative results stem only from clear minds and neat desks and laboratories, but there are people who
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proceed quite differently. Leonardo described how one can arrive at a great work of art through many 
pentimenti and through the messy componimento inculto [See the excellent comments by Gombrich 
1966]. Somehow the personal ways of the person whose documents are studied influence the way in 
which we must, or may, describe them. For instance, Leonardo used thought experiments and actual 
experiments, and one may need to introduce this aspect in a survey. The same can be said of the use of 
qualitative versus quantitative thinking. All these important aspects cannot be introduced by somebody 
with only a generalist's background and approach. It is quite probable that a biologist, or an 
astronomer, would develop not only a different set of keywords but also a different mapping based on 
somewhat different principles than the ones presented here. What is fundamental is that one needs 
special methods and procedures to investigate these kinds of documents in which science and 
technology are extensively represented.
In addition to the topical profiles, I have also constructed profiles to describe notebooks or parts 
thereof. These profiles contain enough information to see quickly what can be found in each of such 
documents. We should remember that these are not books with a title that one can easily catalog; they 
are designated by names like Codex Madrid, or Codex Forster, or simply by a letter as in the case of 
the notebooks at the Institut de France.
THE KEYWORDS
During the first steps of this work about sixty keywords were adopted[Macagno 1975-85, 
1982]. Now I am using more than hundred; the additions were mainly due to new areas that were 
found when adding more and more documents to the survey. Most of the keywords are in a shortened 
form. This is not without nuances. For instance, TURB was introduced to represent a word used by 
Leonardo: turbolenza, but this keyword soon acquired both the old and the modern meaning. When 
TURB means turbidity, the keyword TERRA, or the keyword GRANULAR, will be present in the 
profile. In some cases, desired ambiguity is part of the way in which the keyword is used, or 
shortened, or combined with others; this is simply so because there are statements or passages which
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are ambiguous. I also use the question mark and other symbols whenever they appear as necessary due 
to my own doubts or to the incomplete or obscure statement or drawing before me.
I know that the profiles are not totally useful without the keywords dictionary I have developed, 
therefore I refer the reader to the first one I published [Macagno 1987c], until I publish the updated 
version, on which I am working presently.
CONSTRUCTION OF PROFILES
Profiles of topical blocks result from careful reading and examination of each passage 
containing material directly or indirectly related to flow phenomena. The procedure is illustrated by 
several examples included in Table I (see the corresponding section in the Introduction to this 
monograph). The examples in Table I are taken from work done when Xerox copies, on which one 
can write and mark words freely, could be used, instead of working with originals, or facsimiles, 
which require much more careful handling of the document. Note that, as already explained, the 
profiles are not based solely on written notes by Leonardo, but also on his pictographic notes. Note 
also that some keywords (as CONCEP, PARADOX, EXPER) are the result of notions conveyed by 
the entire topical block or by parts of it. It must be emphasized that the topical blocks are not there (as it 
may happen in a published book) but are defined (and redefined) by the researcher. They result from 
analysis and synthesis combined.
READING OUT INFORMATION FROM THE PROFILES
A number of examples of readings of profiles by the author and by other persons has been 
included in Macagno 1987c. I give here a few more, but I believe that the best way of utilizing the 
profiles is to carefully read the passages in enough number of cases, and thus develop an ability to 
comprehend the profiles. There is also the utilization of the tabulation by computer retrieval which is 
very useful when one wants to find out, for instance, all the places in a notebook or a group of 
notebooks in which a certain topic, as defined by a group of words, is dealt with. Such computerized 
information is being used by the author, but it has not been yet brought to a point that can be shared 
with other researchers.
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EXAMPLES
MsM 78VT1-2D1-2
FLOW? Two paragraphs or sentences and two drawings. Flow - probably of sap - is 
implied. The geometry of plants is described. A conservation statement is 
made. The analogy is not explicit, but hinted, or presumed from either text or 
figures, or both.
GEOM
PLANT
CONSER
ANALOGY?
Msl 12 VT1 T2
ACQUA No drawings. The discussion is surely about flow and it relates to conservation. 
The analogy must be between hydraulic-engineering flow in canals, presumably 
forming a system that branches like plants do, and the ramification in a tree. 
Hydraulic-engineering flow is not the same as natural flow in rivers, because 
canals are designed using technical information. ACQUA must stand for the 
other liquid implied in the profile.
FLOW
CONSER
PLANT
ANALOGY
CANAL
HYD ENG
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Ms A 57R T1 D1
DICTIONARY OF KEYWORDS
The dictionary of keywords is constantly revised and updated, as my work proceeds through 
the different manuscripts. A version of such dictionary was published as part of my first paper on the 
multi-channel tabulation [Macagno 1987c]. I am planning another publication by the time I complete 
my study of the French manuscripts. Here I will only offer a few words for the sake of achieving a 
complete description of this method.
EXAMPLES
ACQUA This keyword is mainly used to indicate water, but in a number of cases it means other 
liquids (either generic liquid, or wine, oil, mercury, blood, sap, etc.). When deemed 
necessary, another keyword or a symbol is added to make sure that the kind of liquid is 
mentioned.
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FLOW Flux, as defined in any standard text of fluid mechanics, but extended to all processes
and substances. Current, stream of any fluid or substance capable of undergoing 
deformation, including earth, ice, etc. Note that there are very few motions in which 
rigidity (or lack of deformation) can be considered achieved. Granular materials are 
usually considered as rigid as individual solid particles, but as a group they exhibit 
flow-like motions. Even one-dimensional objects, like a string or a chain, or even an 
arm or a leg, or the branches and foliage of a tree, can perform flow-like motions. The 
small amplitude of some motions does not prevent those motions from being flows. 
Waves and turbulence are therefore considered as flows in this tabulation.
WAVE
Oscillatory and propagating waves of all kinds. Interfacial waves. Sound waves. 
Because waves are one kind of flow, if they exist alone and not superimposed to a 
current in the fluid, the key word FLOW is not entered necessarily whenever WAVE is 
entered. If they are found together in a profile, it means that both a current and waves 
exist in the corresponding passage. A typical case would be a discussion of stationary 
diagonal waves in supercritical flow in open channels.
MIX Mixing of any two, or more, substances, in any state (gas, liquid, granular, etc.).
Solution. Suspension. Mixing produced by a flow, by vortices, turbulence, will be 
indicated by using the corresponding keywords in addition to MIX. Mixtures already 
existing, or being prepared, are also indicated with this keyword.
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RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
The main purposes of my tabulations are to be able to establish correspondences, to associate 
subjects of interest, and to arrive at a synthesis of Leonardian fluid and transport mechanics. The 
sections on experiments, analogies and paradoxes that are included in the introductions to these series 
of monographs have been prepared by using my own retrieval system.
For instance, when working on the analogies found in one of the manuscripts, I begin by 
retrieving all the folio numbers containing the keyword ANALOGY, which lets me know immediately 
what analogies exist in the manuscript. Then, I retrieve information about combinations like ACQUA- 
ANALOGY, ARIA-ANALOGY, FOCO-ANALOGY, etc. which gives me information about analogies 
in which at least one term is fluid mechanical. To illustrate this procedure, I give below the result of 
retrieving from my computer the information concerning ARIA-ANALOGY for the Ms I.
ARIA-ANALOGY
69V T1D1
76V T2-3D1
80V Tl-2
106R T1
108V T1
111R T2
133R T8
The possibilities are as many as one wants to consider. For instance, one may want to find out 
what analogies in the Ms I relate sediment processes in water with some other phenomenon. One 
should take into account that several keywords may have to be used together or separately: EROSION, 
TRANSPORT, DEPOSIT, in addition to ACQUA. The combination ACQUA-GRANULAR should 
also be considered. I considered this retrieval only for the purpose of illustrating this section, and I 
found four cases, which after examination were reduced to three, because one was not about granular 
material in water, but rather an analogy between forces in granular material at rest compared with forces
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in water at rest (see Ms I 62V). Situations like this are difficult to avoid in any tabulation, or mapping, 
or cataloguing processes; judgement is needed whenever one retrieves information from the tabulations.
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